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Gus Solomons jr.1 (b. 1940) is a dancer, dance teacher, choreographer, and writer with a 
career spanning from the 1960s to the present day. Solomons has danced with numerous famed 
companies and created over a hundred works for his namesake company. Originally from 
Boston, Solomons graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1961 with a 
degree in architecture but moved to New York shortly thereafter to pursue his dance career. 
Solomons participated in Robert Dunn’s postmodern dance workshops in the early 1960s before 
going on to dance with Martha Graham and Merce Cunningham, and thereafter founding his own 
companies, The Solomons Company/Dance (1969-1994), and PARADIGM (1998-2011). He 
taught dance at NYU/Tisch School of the Arts from 2005 to 2014, and continues to perform, 
choreograph, and write dance reviews to this day. 
Despite being a well-known and respected figure in the dance world, Solomons lacks 
serious scholarship. His works have been reviewed by numerous dance critics and he is 
mentioned in chapters of various dance histories, yet no monograph or other detailed academic 
analysis of his works exists. This may be because his work can be hard to categorize. Solomons’s 
dances were shaped by a variety of sources, including his main mentor Cunningham, his 
exposure to the Judson Dance Theater and other postmodern dancers, his early training with the 
descendants of German Expressionist Dance, as well as his educational background in 
architecture. Solomons was one of the first Black dancers to participate in the Judson Dance 
Theater workshops of the early 1960s, but was never fully accepted into the largely white, 
postmodern, avant-garde dance world. Nor did he want to be labelled as a “Black dancer,” 
 
1 Solomons often writes the suffix of his name with a lower case. 
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because he did not want his work to be defined by what was deemed to be the acceptable style 
and content of Black dancers throughout the 1960s and up to the 1980s. In reality, Solomons 
produced dances that related to both these circles. In a recent thesis, “Queering Judson: Re-
membering the Early Postmodern Dance Movement and Choreography and Analysis of Instant 
saviors (just add water),” Sofia Engelman contends that certain choreographers such as Fred 
Herko and Solomons were intentionally left out of the historical narrative of dance because they 
did not fit the image that critics wanted to present, and that in Solomons’s case this was because 
he was a gay Black man.  
This thesis will be an attempt to fill this gap by providing an overview of Solomons’s 
career. This will be done by referencing materials in Solomons’s archives, which are held at the 
Jerome Robbins Dance Division at the New York Public Library and consist of program 
brochures and notes, grant applications, personal correspondence, photographs, and other 
ephemera, as well as video documentation of some of his dances. Although this will involve 
delving into dance history, the inter-disciplinary nature of Solomons’s work provides overlaps 
with movements that took place in visual and performance art starting in the 1960s; several of 
Solomons’s major works exemplify his use of architectural and unconventional spaces, site-
specificity, and innovative technologies, particularly video. Chapter one will cover Solomons’s 
early life in Boston and his training in New York City, where he met Robert Dunn and Merce 
Cunningham and was introduced to new ideas about movement. Chapter Two will cover 
postmodern dance and the Judson Dance Theater, followed by a discussion on the term “Black 
dance” and its relationship and tensions with the postmodern dance movement. Chapter Three 
discusses several of Solomons’s major site and video works, including two dual-screen video 





EARLY LIFE AND TRAINING 
 
1.1 Boston  
Solomons was born in Boston, Massachusetts on April 27, 1940, and was raised in a 
middle-class family in nearby Cambridge. His mother, a schoolteacher, was also from the same 
neighborhood in Cambridge, having grown up a few streets away from their house on Inman 
Street. His father’s family was from Aruba. The father (name) grew up in Brooklyn before 
settling in Cambridge. He studied electrical engineering at MIT, and after graduating in 1928, he 
went on to work at Bethlehem Shipyard.2 Despite the many issues that plagued African 
Americans living in Boston, including lack of access to housing, schools, and jobs, due to racial 
discrimination, an educated Black elite had formed in the city during the early 20th century. A 
flourishing social and cultural scene produced many influential and progressive Black political 
and artistic figures, such as writer Angela Weld Grimké, activist William Monroe Trotter, and 
painter Allan Rohan Crite. Between 1909 and 1960 during the first Great Migration, 
approximately five million African Americans moved north from the southern United States and 
other parts of the world, including the West Indies. 3 Although Boston received less numbers of 
migrants compared to other northern cities, the city grew and expanded outwards, which caused 
some tensions between the established community and the new arrivals. These changes would 
 
2 Clarence G. Williams, Technology and the Dream: Reflections on the Black Experience at MIT, 1941-1999, 
Boston: The MIT Press, 2003.  





escalate through the middle of the 20th century, making Boston a center of ongoing political 
activism, especially in terms of desegregation and the busing crisis.   
Solomons himself recalls there being only one or two other Black families in the Irish-
Catholic neighborhood he grew up in.4  He attended the prestigious Cambridge High and Latin 
School, and would also go on to attend his father’s alma mater, M.I.T., where he majored in 
architecture. Although he always danced as a child and had some jazz and tap experience, he 
only started seriously training in ballet and modern dance his sophomore year at university. It 
was during this time that he started taking classes with Jan Veen at the Boston Conservatory, a 
performing arts school. Veen was an Austrian dancer who founded the dance program at the 
Boston Conservatory in 1943. At this time, this was the first college-level dance department in 
the country. Veen’s own training was with Rudolf Von Laban and Mary Wigman, founding 
members of German Expressionist dance.5 Veen’s ideas resonated with Solomons: according to 
Solomons, Veen’s students were quick to see and learn movement because they were taught to 
see the shape of the movement, not the motivation for it.6 Solomons credits this early method of 
letting the movement speak for itself as the reason he did not have a cult-like allegiance to any 
one school of dance, be it Limon, Ailey, or Graham. Although Veen did not allow his students to 
learn Martha Graham technique, Solomons was able to take Graham classes through the Boston 
Dance Circle. The Dance Circle was a program which invited distinguished guest teachers from 
various companies to teach class, thereby exposing students to a multitude of dance styles all in 
one place. In addition to Veen’s class and the Dance Circle program, Solomons took ballet with 
 
4 Ibid, 123.  
5 Expressionist dance developed in Germany at the turn of the 20th century as a reaction against classical ballet. This 
form of dance utilized bare feet, upper body contractions, and improvisation, and was generally aligned with the 
values of modernism and avant-garde art. 
6 Solomons, Gus, Interview with the author.  
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E. Virginia Williams, the founder of the Boston Ballet Company.7 This training would 
undoubtedly go on to aid Solomons in his professional career when he arrived in New York after 
he graduated from M.I.T., as he was quickly able to adapt to the professional demands of various 
different companies and styles. After auditioning for the annual school musical at M.I.T., 
Solomons was asked if he could choreograph dances for the productions, which would be his 
first experience making his own dances. Solomons found he was attracted to the “immediacy of 
dance” and the desire to perform, and therefore chose to pursue dance as a career as opposed to 
architecture.8  
 
1.2 New York 
Solomons moved to New York in 1961, on the invitation of Donald McKayle, who was 
looking for dancers to audition for a potential new Broadway show that he was choreographing. 
McKayle was a modern dancer and choreographer of Jamaican descent who grew up in Harlem. 
His dances often addressed racial issues and the “black experience in America.”9 This particular 
show, Kicks & Company, written by playwright and civil rights activist Oscar Brown Jr., was 
about the struggles of students on a college campus in the southern United States in the period 
shortly after desegregation. The titular Mr. Kicks is sent by Satan to intervene with their 
efforts.10 Solomons travelled with Kicks & Company to the Arie Crown Theater at the 
McCormick Center in Chicago for previews, and afterwards for a couple performance run in 
 
7 Jody Marie Weber, The Evolution of Aesthetic and Expressive Dance in Boston. Amherst, NY: Cambria Press, 
2009, 185.  
8 Sally Banes, Reinventing Dance in the 1960s: Everything Was Possible. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
2003, 105.  
9 Jon Thurber, “Oscar Brown Jr., 78; Portrayed Black Culture in Music, Poetry and Theater,” LA Times, May 31, 
2005. 
10 Earlier that year in 1961, colleges such as the University of Georgia were ordered to accept Black students, which 
resulted in mob violence and protests. 
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New York. Despite some critical acclaim, the show was a commercial flop and closed after a few 
performances. The show’s closure could in part be blamed on technical issues - the McCormick 
Center is one of the largest convention centers in the country and its Arie Crown Theater seats 
over four thousand people. This setting was much too large and impersonal for the subject matter 
that the show required, and the sound did not carry well in the space. Kicks & Company had 
strong grassroots support that raised the $400,000 required to get it on Broadway and many of 
the donors were from the Black community.11 However, rather than casting newcomer Oscar 
Brown Jr. as Mr. Kicks, the producers chose to go with actor Burgess Meredith, an established 
name. This plan backfired because although Meredith was a talented actor, he failed to exude the 
charm, seduction, and especially the physical presence required of his character.12  
Kicks and Company was a valiant attempt at creating a show with an integrated Black 
and white cast ensemble as well as Black choreographers and directors. One of the show’s white 
producers, Burt D’Lugoff, wrote that, “our conception…from the very beginning was to have a 
truly integrated production--one that would not only capture the best and spirit of modern Negro 
life but would give an opportunity to brilliant talent that has hitherto been ignored by the 
commercial Broadway theatre.”13 Although Solomons’s first professional experience with Kicks 
and Company involved an integrated cast and crew, this was certainly not the norm on 
Broadway, and he would encounter difficulties getting future work on Broadway. Solomons 
chose to remain in New York after the show closed and continued to audition for various shows, 
but he was often told by the choreographers that they didn’t have a partner for him, and that the 
 
11 Tony Brown, “Versatile Oscar Brown Jr. Doesn't Mourn 'Kicks' Flop,” New Pittsburgh Courier, August 4, 1962, 
p. 15. 
12 Donald McKayle, Transcending Boundaries: My Dancing Life, (London: Routledge, 2003), 215 
13 B.C. Lugoff, “Izzy Rowe's Notebook.... 'Kicks and Company' Has A Say,” New Pittsburgh Courier, August 26, 
1961, p. 23. 
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producers “didn’t want to mix the show,”14 implying that Black and white dancers should not be 
partnered together. Up until the 1960s, musical productions often featured entirely Black casts 
which typecast Black performers into stereotypical and heavily exoticized roles. These 
stereotypes had their origins in the minstrel shows of the 1800s, and were pervasive in theater 
productions of the early to mid-20th century. “The comic, the dandy, and the exotic primitive: 
these three images were well established in the Black theater of the late 1920s. The all-Negro 
musical comedies would do little to alter the stooge and city-slicker roles, since these were the 
only ones acceptable to white audiences, and to be successful financially, the productions has to 
be viewed by audiences at least partly white.”15 These types of characters continued to be 
prevalent in musicals throughout the 1940s and 1950s. For example, House of Flowers (1954) 
featured many successful Black dancers including Alvin Ailey and Arthur Mitchell, but it was 
set in a brothel in the West Indies and the actresses were cast as prostitutes.16 Black performers 
found success on Broadway productions that featured all Black casts, but the implication was 
that these were Black bodies performing for white audiences. Interactions between white and 
Black dancers on the stage was not yet deemed acceptable.  
Despite rejection, Solomons continued to audition. Unfortunately, performance 
opportunities in New York were hard to find and did not pay well. It was at this time that 
Solomons was invited to teach classes back at the Boston Dance Circle. He travelled back and 
forth between New York and Boston, which he would continue to do for three years. The Dance 
Circle paid well and enabled Solomons to make a living in New York.17 The Dance Circle also 
 
14 Gus Solomons, Interview with author. 
15 Leonore Lynne Fauley Emery, Black Dance in the United States, from 1619 to 1970 (Palo Alto, Calif.: National 
Press Books, 1971), 241. 
16 Thomas Defrantz, “Simmering Passivity: The Black Male Body in Concert Dance,” in Moving Words Re-Writing 
Dance (London: Routledge, 2004), 345. 
17 Weber, 186.  
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enabled Solomons to connect with the larger dance community; it was there that he met Merce 
Cunningham and Robert Ellis Dunn, a musician and choreographer who worked with 
Cunningham. Solomons attended Dunn’s dance composition workshops in New York. These 
workshops, which took place in the early 1960s, exposed Solomons to new ideas about 
movement, and are considered a catalyst for what is now referred to as postmodern dance. A 
group of Dunn’s students, excluding Solomons, would go on to form the experimental Judson 
Dance Theater, which will be elaborated on in the next section.  
After Dunn’s composition workshop ended, Solomons auditioned for concert dance 
companies, as they were more likely to be integrated. Concert dance, or dance which is 
performed for an audience, usually in a theater setting, includes styles such as ballet and modern 
dance.18 Black men first entered the world of concert dance in the 1920s, with Hemsley 
Winfield’s founding of the New Negro Art Theater, one of the first African American dance 
companies.19 The presence of Black men in modern dance “triggered deep-set racial biases in 
audiences and critics” as “modern dance by a large group of men which didn’t trade on minstrel 
stereotypes stood well outside performance norms of the time. Typically, black bodies were 
essentialized as the material of naïve, ‘primitive’ dance.”20 In the 1940s, other Black dancers 
such as Katherine Dunham and Pearl Primus founded their own companies. Soon after white-led 
dance companies started to integrate as well: in 1951 Mary Hinkson and Matt Turney became the 




18 This is opposed to commercial dance, which includes the type of dance seen on most television, film, 
commercials, and music videos. 
19 Defrantz, “Simmering Passivity: The Black Male Body in Concert Dance,” 342.  
20 Ibid.  
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1.3 Merce Cunningham Dance Company  
Solomons continued to dance with Donald McKayle’s company from 1961 to 1964, was 
awarded a scholarship to the Martha Graham School, and took technique classes at the Joffrey 
Ballet School and at the Cunningham studio. After Solomons danced with scholarship students at 
the Martha Graham School in 1964, Graham asked him to join her company. There he danced 
roles in Phaedra, Secular Games, and The Witch of Endor.21 Solomons was drawn to the 
physical and emotional challenges of the Graham repertoire, which was in contrast to the still 
and unemotive nature Solomons learned from Cunningham’s classes. Despite admiring 
Cunningham’s ideas about movement, Solomons never thought he would ever be able to dance 
with the company both because at six feet he was considered very tall and because he was Black. 
To his utter surprise and delight, Cunningham asked him to join in 1965, and he became the first 
Black dancer in the company.22 Solomons continued to dance with both Cunningham and 
Graham, though he eventually left Graham. Despite the stark differences in the styles of the two 
companies, Solomons found he was easily able to switch between them, due in part to his earlier 
training with Jan Veen. Cunningham had been a student of Graham, but he founded his own 
company based on a philosophy that rejected many of her ideas. While Graham’s dances were 
highly emotional and narrative driven, Cunningham assigned no overt storyline or explicit 
emotion to his dances, leaving the interpretation open to his dancers and the audience. Dance and 
music were also disjointed in Cunningham’s work, an effect of his collaborations with John 
Cage. Cunningham’s dances emphasized clarity and accurate coordination of the upper body and 
the legs, while Graham’s technique was founded on the idea of contraction and release. 
 
21 Banes, 109.  
22 Ulysses Dove, Michael Cole, and Rashaun Mitchell are the only other Black dancers in the Merce Cunningham 
Company’s history. Donald McKayle had performed with Cunningham in 1952, before the official formation of the 
company.   
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Graham’s dances are therefore rooted in natural, flowing movement, in contrast to 
Cunningham’s more mechanical constructions, and as such, Cunningham’s movement has been 
called “antithetical to the notion of an organic flow.”23  
Solomons danced with Cunningham from 1965 to 1968, appearing in several of his 
notable pieces and going on tours with the company throughout the United States, and a 1966 
European tour in Spain and France. During this tour, Solomons performed in Variations V, an 
experimental multi-media work with music by John Cage. One particular performance was 
filmed at a studio in Germany. In the piece, the dancers are split up around the floor, some 
walking around the alone, pacing back and forth, stopping occasionally to balance on one leg. 
Others are split into groups of two, interacting and responding to each other. At one moment 
Solomons and his partner stand back to back, leaning into each other. He takes a deep lunge 
forward, supporting the weight of his partner on his back. Cunningham stands in front of him, 
rolling down to the floor and standing back up again. There are screens in the background 
showing earlier rehearsal footage of the dance shot by Stan VanDerBeek, combined with movie 
scenes, as well as distortions of these images, created by Nam June Paik. The result is that at any 
given time the entire dance space is utilized, with different activities taking place in the 
foreground, middle ground, and background. The sound was created by using twelve motion-
sensitive electronic poles which were dispersed throughout the space. The dancer’s movements 
triggered the sound through these poles and were then altered by the musicians. Solomons would 
implement this idea in his video work CON/Text (1986), in which the sound was also determined 
by the movement of the dancers through an electronic intermediary.  
 
23 Sally Banes and Noel Caroll, “Cunningham, Balanchine, and Postmodern Dance,” Dance Chronicle 29, no. 1 
(2006): p 56. 
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While at a residency in Buffalo, New York in 1968, Solomons premiered roles in Rain 
Forest and Walkaround Time. Walkaround Time (Figures 1 and 2) was a collaboration between 
Cunningham and Jasper Johns, inspired by Marcel Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bare by Her 
Bachelors, Even (1915-1923). The dance included seven clear inflatable screens, each containing 
a replica of section of Duchamp’s work. The dancers move around and behind the screens, often 
repeating phrases and movements. During the intermission the dancers remained on stage to 
stretch and set up for the next scene. By integrating mundane, behind-the-scenes actions into the 
dance itself, the work emphasizes the idea of the Duchampian readymade as well as postmodern 
notions of the use of everyday actions in art, ideas which Solomons would implement in his own 
dances. In 1973 videographer Charles Atlas filmed Walkaround Time, starting a collaboration 
with Cunningham in which they would go on to create numerous video dances.24   
Due to a back injury, Solomons stopped dancing with Cunningham in 1968, but 
Cunningham remained the main influence on Solomons’s choreographic style when he would go 
on to found his own company. Unlike the emotionally moving dances of Graham, Cunningham’s 
work is most often framed as intellectual; Solomons adopted a similar, logical stance in his own 
work. Don McDonagh’s The Rise and Fall and Rise of Modern Dance (1970) devotes a chapter 
to Solomons, entitled “Logic.” He writes that, “nothing distinguishes the career of Gus Solomons 
Jr. more than its rigorous adherence to the rules of logic in the pursuit of choreographic 
expressions.”25 This logical pursuit involves isolating and breaking down the elements of dance. 
McDonagh writes that according to Solomons, audiences are imprisoned by their preconceived 
definitions of what dance is, and that a logical breakdown and analysis of the elements of dance 
 
24 Walkaround Time is not a video dance itself, because it was originally made for the stage. Cunningham and Atlas 
would create video dances which were made exclusively for the camera.  
25 Don McDonagh, “The Rise and Fall and Rise of Modern Dance,” 147.  
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subvert those expectations. Solomons would ultimately like his dances to stand for themselves, 
without any associations, even if this is alienating to the audience. Subversive elements that 
challenged the established notions of dance were present in the works of the Judson Dance 
Theater and in those of Solomons’s main mentor, Cunningham. McDonagh refers to Solomons’s 
collaboration with Cunningham as a catalytic transformation. McDonagh writes that Solomons’s 
focus at this time honed in on “the issue of the border between dancing and something else.”26 
This “something else” included the use of everyday gestures, the combination of simple 
movements in different ways, and involvement with the audience. 
Cunningham’s early experimental works were often met with shock, and it was not 
uncommon for people to walk out in the middle of a dance.27 This was due to a number of factors 
including confusion because of the lack of characters, plot, and the unconventional use of sound, 
in which movement did not reference the music. Similarly, Solomons’s rational approach was 
described with some derision and confusion by critics at the time, who also noted comparisons to 
Cunningham’s style. McDonagh would go on to criticize some of Solomons’s dances for being 
unemotive and “too dry,”28 and The New York Times dance critic Anna Kisselgoff described 
Solomons’s early work as tending to “out-Cunningham Cunningham...too cerebral, too dry.”29 
This “dryness” can be attributed to the mathematical quality of Solomons’s work due to his use 
of numbers and patterns. A phrase, or a series of steps, would be carried out and repeated in 
different series of progressions, and this would be done in different combinations or 
permutations depending on how many dancers were at his disposal- duets, trios, quartets, etc. 
Kisselgoff’s review goes on to note a change in his dances by the mid-70s, which became looser 
 
26 McDonagh, 150. 
27 McDonagh, 53. 
28 McDonagh, "New Dances by Solomons are Too Dry." The New York Times, Feb. 27, 1977.  
29 Kisselgoff, Anna, "Dance: A New Solomons." New York Times, March 17, 1978 
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and more relaxed: “The choreography is still nonsequential, all straight lines with nary a curve in 
sight. But there is a lighter effect as a result of the highly calculated juxtapositions of unrelated 
sound and movement.”30  
Another example of Cunningham’s influence on Solomons was his frequent use of games 
and chance procedures in his works. In we don’t know, only how much time we have… (1969), 
Solomons throws three wooden shapes, a circle, a triangle, and a square, on the stage. The way 
the shapes land in position to one another determines what happens next in the music and 
lighting- what part of the tape is played, and whether the lights dim or flash. McDonagh writes 
that this is an example of sound, sight, and movement all being combined under the element of 
chance.31 The game determines the outcome, giving the dance a planned spontaneity. This 
planned spontaneity can also be seen in Solomons’s major works such as City/Motion/ 
Space/Game (1968) and CON/Text (1986), which also use game and chance elements to operate. 
Both works combine sight and movement with sound, but with the added effect of video. 
However, in order for the audience to understand these kinds of dances, they need to be aware of 
the rules of the game. “For those unaware of the random processes involved, watching Mr. 
Solomons play with the disks is both confusing and boring. For those knowing the game, the fun 
comes not from seeing the dance once, but several times and noting the changes.”32  
  
 
30 Kisselgoff, "Dance: A New Solomons."   
31 McDonagh, “The Rise and Fall and Rise of Modern Dance,” 152. 






2.1 Judson Dance Theater  
In the early 1960s, Solomons and eight other dancers, including Meredith Monk, Phoebe 
Neville, Kenneth King, and Elizabeth Keen,33 each paid ten dollars for rent at a studio on East 
9th Street, where they would use the shared space to create dances. Referring to themselves as 
“Studio 9,” they performed in each other’s pieces at the 92nd Street Y and the Clark Center.34 
Most of the other dancers at Studio 9 left the Helen Tamiris/Daniel Nagrin Company; like 
Solomons they had started to feel unsatisfied with the customs of modern dance. Solomons and 
others thought that modern dance, despite its break away from the strict codes of ballet, was still 
too rooted in the idea of emotion and theatricality. Solomons wished to explore alternative ways 
of making dances and became interested in Robert Dunn’s ideas on breaking up dance form to 
the very basics. He started attending Dunn’s choreography workshop, along with dancers 
including Yvonne Rainer, Steve Paxton, Deborah Hay, and Fred Herko. Dunn, a musician and 
composer, was one of the many contacts Solomons had made through the Boston dance scene. 
Dunn first worked with Merce Cunningham at the Boston Conservatory in the late 1950s as an 
accompanist and was a student of John Cage at the New School, where he took Cage’s class on 
experimental music composition. Cage suggested that Dunn teach a choreography class, which 
he did from 1960 to 1962 at Cunningham’s studio on West 14th Street. Dunn and his students 
sought to make dances that were different from those of their teachers, who were modern dancers 
such as Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, and even Cunningham himself.  
 
33 McDonagh, “The Rise and Fall and Rise of Modern Dance,” 152. 
34 Banes, 106.  
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There are many overlaps between Cunningham’s work and that of the postmodernists, 
but there a couple of key differences between the two. Regarded as an expert in the field, dance 
historian Sally Banes argues that these distinctions place Cunningham in the realm of modernism 
as opposed to postmodernism.35 According to her distinctions, Cunningham falls more in line 
with a Greenbergian, formalist modernism, which stays true to medium specificity, whereas the 
postmodernists were integrationists, as in the re-integration of art and everyday life. For 
example, Cunningham’s conception of his dances as independent of the music, maintained the 
“autonomy of dance” and rejected the idea that dance was secondary to the music, costume, sets, 
and other props that are typical of traditional concert dance.36 Although Cunningham 
incorporated some non-dancerly movement in his dances, it was not “an essential, repeating 
fixture of his art,”37 and his main dance vocabulary was comprised of rather technical and 
difficult movement. The postmodernists rejected technical dancing in favor of ordinary, 
pedestrian movement, or what Banes refers to as “vernacular movement” that anyone can do.38 
While it would not be accurate to say that postmodernist dance only worked with everyday 
movement, it is still so prevalently used that it can be seen as a defining theme of postmodern 
dance.39 
Dunn himself was not a dancer, and his students included a mix of musicians, composers, 
and visual artists, thereby providing an interdisciplinary background for the group. Dunn’s ideas 
were compiled from a variety of sources, such as the Dadaists’s use of collage and chance 
techniques, and the concept of Zen from Eastern philosophy.40 Dunn applied many of Cage’s 
 
35 Cunningham is a modernist dancer, not a modern dancer such as Graham.  
36 Sally Banes and Noel Caroll, “Cunningham, Balanchine, and Postmodern Dance,” Dance Chronicle 29, no. 1 
(2006): p 59. 
37 Banes, 60.  
38 Banes, Democracy’s Body, 9.  
39 Banes, “Cunningham, Balanchine, and Postmodern Dance,” 60.  
40 Banes, Democracy’s Body, 61.  
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ideas on music to dance composition, one of the most important being the integrationist idea that 
anything could be art. Any sound could be part of music, including silence, and any movement 
could be part of dance, including stillness.41 Dunn would use the music of avant-garde 
composers, such as Cage, in his classes. In Dunn’s class, the dance did not necessarily have to 
match the cadence and rhythm of the music. “Dancing was not done to music, but coexisted with 
it.”42 Dunn’s dancers were also interested in the location of the body in a space, and they would 
go on to perform in unconventional settings outside of the proscenium theater. Solomons was 
invested in many of Dunn’s ideas, and he would later implement some of those concepts in his 
own choreography when he founded his namesake company in 1969. As will be explored later, 
some postmodern elements of Solomons’s choreography include the use of unconventional 
spaces and chance procedures, coupled with an interdisciplinary approach to dance. Perhaps the 
most important concept that Solomons acquired from Dunn’s workshop was the idea that 
movement itself is the essence of what dancing is. Solomons was fascinated by the question: how 
much movement could you take away and still have dancing left? However, he started to feel at 
odds with the other dancers in the workshop. While the idea of deconstructing form and structure 
was certainly intriguing, Solomons was unwilling to completely submit to the use of pedestrian 
movement. He felt that his years of technical training, which were often a struggle, were not to 
be wasted. Therefore, after Dunn’s workshop ended, Solomons felt he had to go his own way, 
and he was not part of the group of Dunn’s students including Yvonne Rainer and Steve Paxton, 
who would go on to form Judson Dance Theater. While it is not possible to say with certainty 
whether this separation was racially motivated, the group that went on to found Judson Dance 
Theater was entirely white, which may have led to feelings of alienation on Solomons’s part.  
 
41 Ibid, 7.  
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On July 2, 1962 a smaller group of Dunn’s remaining students held a concert of dance at 
the Judson Memorial Church in Greenwich Village, a Protestant church which had a history of 
supporting the arts as well as civil rights causes. The Judson performance in July of 1962 was a 
major watershed in the development of postmodern dance and the group continued to expand on 
concepts they explored in Dunn’s workshop. Many of the dances of the postmodernists included 
everyday tasks such as brushing hair, playing cards, and eating. Ordinary movement was the 
equivalent of Duchamp’s readymade, and therefore served as a way to bridge the gap between art 
and life.43 By reframing mundane movement into a dance world context, the movement of the 
everyday becomes worthy of consideration and thereby rejects the traditional idea that dance 
should invoke grandeur and spectacle. The Judson dancers questioned the very nature of the 
format of traditional dance performances, stripping dance down to its most basic elements, 
eschewing narrative and plot, costumes, sets, as well as emotion. Judson also radically 
challenged the purpose and meaning of performance and dance, as well as the social mores of 
performance. The dynamic between the dancers and the audience was often called into play, and 
the actions of the audience were often implemented into the dance.  
Sally Banes has written extensively on postmodern dance and the Judson Dance Theater. 
Her books Terpsichore in Sneakers: Post-Modern Dance (1980) and Democracy’s Body: Judson 
Dance Theater 1962-964 (1983) analyze the history, goals, and major players of the Judson 
group. Banes describes how Judson dance emphasized a collective, “democratic nature,” which 
is reflected in the title of her book Democracy’s Body, although this account does not factor in 
the role of race in its discussion, and discussions of race are absent from her earlier books. She 
posits that, “essential features of Judson include a democratic spirit” and “joyous defiance of 
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rules (in choreographic and social terms).”44 This “democratic nature” can be explained in a 
number of ways. For example, the creation of dances was seen as a collaborative process, not 
just amongst the choreographers but with composers and designers alike. This is in opposition to 
the more traditional and hierarchical model in which the choreographer has full control over a 
work and is the “creative genius.” There was also the idea of freedom in a metaphorical sense, 
through commitment to improvisation, spontaneity, and chance. The use of vernacular movement 
placed value on the everyday and made dance accessible, both to members of the group that were 
not formally trained dancers, as well as to audiences. While it cannot be denied that Judson 
completely altered the dance landscape, it has been pointed out that despite a supposedly 
democratic nature, the group was comprised entirely of white dancers. In later texts such as 
Greenwich Village 1963: Avant-Garde Performance and the Effervescent Body (1993), as well 
as an updated 2011 edition of Terpsichore in Sneakers, Banes addresses race and politics, and 
contextualizes the development of postmodern dance within the social and political climate of 
the 1960s. 
In Greenwich Village, Banes addresses what she had not done in her earlier 
interpretations of Judson saying, “.... however, it is necessary to note one aspect of the Sixties 
avant-garde that is painfully apparently in retrospect: despite the rhetoric- both verbal and 
artistic- of equal rights and equal opportunity, very few African Americans or other people of 
color systematically played a part in most of its arenas.”45 In 2003, Banes edited Reinventing 
Dance in the 1960s: Everything Was Possible, a compilation of writing on those who worked 
outside of the immediate Judson group and who had not been included in her earlier works. A 
chapter on Solomons’s experience dancing in New York in the 1960s is included in this volume, 
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and Banes writes that “Solomons’s essay itself defamiliarizes our historical preconceptions about 
experimental dance in the sixties, including notions that it led a hothouse existence separate from 
other dance forms and that it was an all-white enterprise.”46 
 
2.2 Defining “Black Dance” 
According to dance scholar Carl Paris, Solomons was “the first African American of note 
to attend the initial experimental workshops at the Judson Church, and the first to choreograph in 
the avant-garde genre during the mid-1960s.”47 This placed him firmly outside of the “Black 
dance” narrative, a term which many white critics used to describe the work of Black dancers in 
the 1960s. The traditional idea of “Black dance” is exemplified through modern dance 
companies such as Alvin Ailey’s eponymous company. The dances of Alvin Ailey can be 
described as theatrical, emotionally and physically demanding, with an emphasis on technical 
skill. The founding of the company in 1958 is significant, as historically Black dancers were not 
taken seriously in European-American dance styles by critics who argued that they did not 
possess the correct anatomy to excel in dancing that relied heavily on technique, such as classical 
ballet. Dance technique is the fundamental basis of movement and involves using correct bodily 
placement such as turnout of the legs, foot point, and proper positioning of arms and head in 
order to execute movements such as jumps and turns. In his autobiography, Ailey writes about 
the rejection Black dancers faced from critics who said that, “our feet weren’t shaped right, our 
butts were too big, our legs wouldn’t turn out correctly….”48 In addition, many thought that 
darker skin color did not mesh with the aesthetics of ballet, which emphasized whiteness, in a 
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literal and figurative sense. It was also harder for Black dancers to get hired in commercial dance 
and Broadway; as previously discussed, Solomons had been denied work in cases where a Black 
partner was not available to him. 
The term “Black dance,” which is used both descriptively and to denote an artistic 
category, is a controversial one. According to scholar Thomas DeFrantz, the term first began to 
be used in the 1960s by dance journalists and critics in order to distinguish between 
performances by white and Black concert dance companies. DeFrantz writes that the term 
seemed to be used “by white critics as shorthand for work that they felt uncomfortable with or 
ill-prepared to address.”49 Dance historian and critic Zita Allen expands on this in her essays 
“The Great American ‘Black Dance’ Mystery” (1980) and “What is Black Dance?” (1988). In 
these texts Allen questions what is considered to be “Black dance.” She argues that “Black 
dance” was not and is still not, a clearly defined term, despite its prevalent use by critics. “Is it 
choreographer Blondell Cummings's own ‘Chicken Soup’ but none of her work with white 
choreographer Meredith Monk? Does the label apply to works by Bill T. Jones, Ralph Lemon, 
Bebe Miller, and other experimentalists who emphasize form more than content and make no 
thematic reference to the broad-based African-American experience?”50 The term groups 
together Black dancers based solely on race, regardless of the diversity of styles they are working 
in. Allen states that most white critics “treat black artists (and their audiences) as undifferentiated 
masses.”51 A main point of contention for Allen is that although many works by Black dancers 
would better fit under the more general term “American dance,” histories often relegate them to a 
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separate side category and ignore their contributions to dance as a whole. “Black dance” is either 
seen condescendingly as second rate, or as stereotypical and highly eroticized, a result of its 
historical predecessor, “Negro Dance.”52 Nonetheless, the term is still important because it 
contextualizes the experiences of Black dancers working in the twentieth century and today by 
providing historical understanding and background. Perhaps dancer and activist Carole Y. 
Johnson’s definition of the term is most relevant for dancers today because it provides a 
definition that is as inclusive as possible. “…it includes dancers that work in (1) very traditional 
forms (the more nearly authentic African styles), (2) the social dance forms that are indigenous 
to this country which include jazz and tap dance, (3) the various contemporary and most abstract 
forms that are seen on the concert stage and (4) the ballet (which must not be considered solely 
European).”53 
Allen also brings up the point that the term was a buzzword that was often used to secure 
government or foundational funding for Black choreographers.54 Funding and support were often 
granted to those who fit the category of “Black dance” the best, meaning works which directly 
addressed Black cultural themes. Therefore, for many people Alvin Ailey is what first comes to 
mind when people think of “Black dance.” Although Ailey made works that addressed the Black 
experience, this was not the only topic he explored. Yet, this was what Ailey became known for, 
so much so that the United States government sanctioned his work and sponsored the company’s 
international tours.55 The first tour was in 1961, when race relations in the country were 
escalating due to desegregation, the Voter Registration movement, and growing violence. 
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Clearly, this was the official image of Black dance that the State Department approved of and 
wanted to promote at home and to the rest of the world. DeFrantz writes that the government 
sponsorship “took a covert hand in molding what became the signature style of Afro-American 
concert dance.”56 This is also troubled by the fact that the term is imposed on Black dancers to 
categorize their work, but it leaves no room for them to define their own work. Given the 
associations and preconceptions of the term, it is little wonder that artists such as Solomons have 
avoided using it.  
The label “Black dance” also carried certain connotations, usually implying that the 
dancer was aligned with the Black Arts Movement of the 1960s and 1970s. DeFrantz writes that 
“Black aesthetics” were automatically tied to ideas about Black Nationalism, and therefore the 
work of Black dancers was assumed to be politically motivated, or was supposed to otherwise 
address the Black experience in general.57 In his book 1971: A Year in the Life of Color, Darby 
English discusses how figurative and representational art was considered the acceptable mode of 
expression for Black visual artists. Black artists who chose to work within modernism realized 
that their preference for abstraction created a divide between themselves and the Black, 
representational community. “Modernist affiliations were dangerous: they signified that a so-
called art front was, in fact, fragmented and that the black art world was anything but unified.”58 
Abstraction was criticized for being un-relatable to the Black experience, and English suggests 
that it was seen “as in some way functionally white.”59 This is largely because figurative art was 
seen by some as most effective in carrying out anti-racist politics, and it is tied inextricably to 
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identity.60 This may be because figuration enabled artists to present a unified visual message that 
was more accessible to most audiences. The essential condition for visibility for Black artists is 
therefore based on forming identity, which becomes an issue for those artists working outside 
figurative work, or in the case of dancers, outside modern dance. Some of English’s frameworks 
for understanding this divide are criticized for being polemical and for emphasizing individuality 
outside a racial system, notwithstanding the fact that most exhibitions featuring Black artists in 
the 1960s and 1970s featured both abstract and figurative artists. However, my use of English’s 
argument is useful for drawing comparisons with some of the similar pressures that both Black 
visual artists and dancers may have faced pertaining to their decisions to work in abstraction and 
postmodern dance, respectively, and the role of identity in their work. Solomons, along with 
other choreographers including Ralph Lemon and Bill T. Jones were criticized for talking openly 
about these existing tensions in the Black dance community, and they were deemed by some as 
sell-outs for not supporting the cause, which called for “Black solidarity.”61  
Because of this fraught history, many Black dancers were unwilling to completely give 
up technical dancing in the way that the Judson dancers were able to. Black dancers such as 
Ailey were just beginning to be recognized and seriously considered as professionals by the 
1960s, so for many, a complete abandonment of technique was unthinkable. While the Judson 
dancers saw their work process as a way of gaining “freedom from the conventions of modern 
dance,” for Black dancers, freedom had an entirely different meaning.62 White postmodern 
dancers were simply not held back by the same racial and social limitations that Black dancers 
were subject to. The exclusion of Black dancers from Judson Dance Theater may not have been 
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intentional on the part of its members, but this absence reflects the fact that whiteness was 
considered the standard.63 According to dance scholar Carl Paris, some Black dancers were not 
involved in Judson and postmodern dancing as they were focused on establishing their own 
artistic identities. They challenged the status quo at this time by creating dances that centered 
around Black iconography and addressed the social and political issues of the day. This divide 
was geographical as well; while white dancers worked in the avant-garde scene in downtown 
New York, Black dancers tended to work at modern companies uptown, and in Harlem. English 
cites historian Cedric Dover, who in his survey, American Negro Art, tied Black culture 
inextricably to the fight against systemic racism. Consequently, Black artists are included in this 
cause in order to create a “totalizing unity.”64 A proponent of localism, Dover tied place and 
location to belonging. He criticizes artist Hale Woodruff for leaving Harlem and going 
downtown to Greenwich Village, and views it as a betrayal of the community, with themes of 
abandonment and loss.65 This is akin to the uptown/downtown divide in dance, in which it is 
generally accepted that white, postmodern dancers primarily worked downtown and produced 
work that was experimental in nature, while Black, modern dancers stayed in the uptown dance 
circles creating dance for the more traditional proscenium theater.66 Of course, there are 
exceptions to this rule, such as Rod Rodger’s modern dance company on the Lower East Side. In 
this context, “downtown dance” is defined as work done below 23rd Street in Manhattan, but 
also includes the 92nd Street Y.67 Judson Dance Theater, who performed in Greenwich Village is 
also classified as downtown dance. Above 23rd Street is considered “uptown dance,” including 
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Broadway and modern dance companies in Midtown and Harlem. This divide does not take into 
account the discrepancies between modern dance companies, Broadway, and the more nationalist 
and Afro-centric leanings of dance in Harlem, despite pooling them together under one label. 
However, the terms “uptown/downtown” dance are still used as metaphorical markers when 
describing the dance world in New York. Although Solomons started his career uptown with the 
modern dance companies, he did float in between the two camps, showing his work both uptown 
and downtown, with no particular allegiance to either side.  
This placed Solomons in a complex position. On the one hand, he was intrigued by the 
work of the postmodernists and the idea that dance could be different from what it had been 
historically. However, he was not as invested in their use of minimal movement — “I was not 
willing to give up all that hard technique I had learned kicking and screaming.”68 He was also not 
interested in making works that addressed blackness and political issues. Solomons resisted 
being labelled a “Black dancer,” saying, “I never thought of myself in terms of being Black. 
Whatever comes out is what it is. I make dances about the design of body, speeds, shapes, and 
energies without reference to anything outside that.”69 He wanted to explore where he could 
make dances, what could or couldn’t be included in them, and how dance related to sound and 
music.70 He claims that identity does not play a role in his dances because of their abstract 
nature, yet there are instances in which his dances indirectly address elements of Black culture.  
Solomons found that he was not accepted by either side. In his 2003 essay for Banes’s 
book, Reinventing Dance in the 1960s, he writes, “because I am African American, critics and 
historians generally assume that I was not of the ‘avant-garde’ which was an almost completely 
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Euro-American clique.”71 Paris also states that Solomons may not have been considered “a full-
fledged member” of the avant-garde because he was not willing to give up technical dancing 
even though he believed in the philosophy of the movement. Banes mentions that Solomons’s 
work in the early 1960s had some of the qualities of the avant-garde, namely that it was 
“abstract, mathematically structured, and often tailored for unusual spaces,” but that he showed 
his work uptown and worked with the modern dance companies as opposed to the downtown, 
within the avant-garde scene.72  He also experienced some backlash from within the Black dance 
community, where he was criticized for rejecting Black narrative dance in favor of the more 
white-centric avant-garde, as well as for having a majority of white dancers in his own company. 
However, the dancers that Solomons had access to at that time were mostly white dancers. He 
worked “downtown” and therefore was not as likely to encounter Black dancers. “And that may 
have been because the Black dancers didn’t feel welcome or interested in working downtown. I 
didn’t feel compelled to seek them out if they didn’t cross my path, because being black is not 
what I was dancing about.”73  
There are in fact, instances in which Solomons’s dances indirectly addressed Blackness, 
and other dances which do have narrative elements despite the fact that he generally subscribed 
to a rhetoric of pure movement. Solomons’s personal philosophy on dance ascribes to the idea of 
pure movement, or movement for movement’s sake. Because he considers himself a formalist, 
most of his dances do not have specific narrative or emotional meaning, although there are a 
couple of exceptions to this case. Where Solomons diverges from the postmodernists is in his 
embrace of technical dancing. Solomons’s choreography was largely derivative of Cunningham, 
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therefore the basis of his movement vocabulary centered around upright posture and carriage 
with an emphasis on legs and footwork, jumps, angular movements, and abrupt directional 
changes. Solomons often liked to say that, while the movement itself had no particular meaning, 
be it narrative or socio-political, the end result was always up for personal interpretation on the 
part of the viewer:  
The movement is not used to tell a story or to symbolize some narrative, emotional, or 
dramatic idea. It does have structural design, kinetic rationale, and an intellectual concept, 
but whatever “literal” meaning it has will vary from viewer to viewer, as his or her own 
experiences and perceptions dictate. That necessary contribution to the interpretation of the 
work is the privilege and the duty of the audience, making the experience interactive.74  
 
This notion also applied to the dancers, who may not have been playing characters, but still had 
to interpret the steps through their own bodies. Their artistic input was seen in “the spontaneous, 
real emotion of the present moment….Their primary expressive intent is to show as clearly as 
possible the movement ideas the choreographer intends, interpreted through their personal 
instruments.”75 Of course, there are some exceptions to the idea that all Solomons’s dances are 
abstract and free of all narrative. Several of Solomons’s dances have narrative elements, such as 
Brillo (1973), which has been referred to as biographical: the program notes mention his parents 
and brother. It was performed numerous times at various theaters in 1973, and it is interesting to 
see the changes in the program notes from the different performances of the dance. First 
performed at The Theatre Project in 1973, the dance is simply split into seven scenes: 
I. I love you we are not enough 
II. Twosday pass 
III. Monday morning after play 
IV. My mother! My father! 
My brother black sheep! 
V. Much latter, little older, not unwise 
VI. Late Friday night phreaques  
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However, another program from a performance at Choreographer’s Theater shows that this time, 
the dance was split into three acts, with each act having subsequent scenes. For example, “Act I, 
Scene I: Party encounter Sunday evening.” Mimicking a play, the time and place are noted as 
well: “the time: now,” and “the place: somewhere.” The addition of the acts and the scenes 
recalls, or perhaps satirizes, the conventions of a theatrical production. The sequence of the scene 
titles implies the transpiring of events and passage of time, starting with a “party encounter 
Sunday evening,” passing through the week, and ending with an “obligatory Saturday night 
function.” 
 Despite Solomons’s assertion that his dances do not overtly address his racial identity, 
there are a couple of dances that address these topics, however indirectly. In Obbligato (1969), 
Solomons opens the piece by doing a tap-dancing routine set to radio broadcasts from World 
War II, including a speech by FDR on the attacks on Pearl Harbor, which occurred right after 
Solomons was born.76 Then, as the sound shifts to jazz music, he begins to strip off his clothes. 
At each removal of a piece of clothing, the lights also dim. At the end, just before he is fully 
naked, the lights black out. This piece is open to a host of interpretations. Themes of war are 
reflected in the radio voices and could be a statement on the futility and violence of the Vietnam 
War. The use of jazz music, which has origins in African American communities, could be a 
statement on how Blackness permeates American popular culture - many popular social dances 
such as the two-step, the twist, and the foxtrot were derived from African American 
vernaculars.77 Tap dancing was a feature of historical minstrel shows, which commonly used 
black face, and was also popularized in Hollywood by figures such as the Nicholas Brothers and 
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Mr. Bojangles. White postmodern dancers implemented improvisation in their works, citing the 
influence of Zen philosophy, as dance scholar Danielle Goldman points out, they often failed to 
cite the longstanding improvisation traditions of jazz and social dances.78 Although some 
members of Judson did incorporate jazz music into their dances and collaborated with jazz 
musicians such as Bill Dixon and Cecil Taylor, these histories are not as well-known or 
documented.79 Dance scholar Ramsay Burt also notes that while these collaborations transcended 
racial boundaries, “the artists of Judson Dance Theater were not making connections between 
avant-gardism and the politics of race, nor recognizing the need to oppose mechanisms that 
maintained boundaries in terms of race.”80 At the very least, Judson Dancers were more 
concerned with upending traditional expectations about dance than with addressing racial 
concerns.81  
The dance’s title, Obbligato, is a musical term. An obbligato refers to an absolutely 
essential part of a musical piece, though it may be subordinate or secondary to another. Perhaps 
this indicates that, despite its influence, jazz and other Black rooted forms of cultural expression 
were deemed to be too emotional and embedded in ethnic histories, and were therefore separate 
from the artistic goals of Judson. All these are possible interpretations, though Solomons has 
never made such a statement. Paris states that the mere inclusion of elements such as music 
rooted in Black communities is an indication of “the impossibility of eschewing one’s ethnic 
identity when expressing ‘self,’ not withstanding Solomons’s steadfast denial of making a racial 
point,” and that Solomons’s own presence in the work is enough to do this.82 Another example of 
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an indirect reference to Black culture is Neon (1967), in which he dances to music by James 
Brown, while dressed in sequins and a bright outfit to match Brown’s singing and stage style.83 
Paris argues that Solomons’s presence and the previous examples show how the “African 
American presence is embedded in artistic representations that do not address it directly.”84 
Although Solomons has denied addressing Blackness in his work, his resistance to the label itself 
can be seen as a statement on his self-identity. By choosing to refuse representation, he also 
avoids what Kobena Mercer has dubbed the “burden of representation,” in which Black artists 
feel their work must speak for their culture, and a vision of that culture as a fixed and totalizing 
entity.  
 
2.3. Parallels: Challenging the “Black Dance” Narrative 
Because “Black dance” was a loaded term, Solomons may not have felt comfortable 
adopting it due to all its associations. It was not until the 1980s that a younger group of Black 
dancers felt more comfortable creating in alternate ways. Solomons was mostly removed from 
other Black choreographers and did not collaborate with other Black dancers until his 
participation in Parallels, a 1982 series which was part of Danspace Project at St. Mark’s Church 
in the Bowery, another church with a history of arts and dance patronage. Although this series 
was done later in Solomons’s career, it is necessary to understand the context in which he was 
working at this time. Therefore, this discussion of Parallels will precede a discussion of 
Solomons’s specific uses of site-specificity and video in his other works.  
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Danspace Project was founded in 1976 as a space to support new and experimental 
dance, and a “diverse range of choreographers in developing their work.”85 Parallels was created 
by dancer and choreographer Ishmael Houston-Jones, who, like Solomons, felt that there was no 
space in mainstream modern dance for the type of work that he wanted to create. Houston-Jones 
studied alternate ways of moving, including improvisation and contact improvisation.86 Prior to 
his arrival in New York in 1979, he danced in Philadelphia with Group Motion Media Theater, 
which formed in 1962 in Berlin by students of German Expressionist dancer Mary Wigman.87 
Group Motion Media Theater experimented with multi-media productions, and was founded on 
the principles of postmodern dance: seeing movement as autonomous, emotionless, and 
collective. Solomons and Houston-Jones had similar backgrounds, as both trained with 
descendants of the Mary Wigman School of Dance; Solomons received his training from Jan 
Veen, who was in turn a student of Wigman and Rudolf Laban.  
Houston-Jones felt isolated and alone upon his arrival in New York, so much so that he 
felt like he was “operating in parallel worlds.”88 He, like Solomons, felt like an outsider not just 
in the white-led dance world, but also amongst other Black dancers. Consequently, in 1982 
Houston-Jones decided to write to Cynthia Hedstrom, who was the director of Danspace Project, 
and proposed his idea of a series featuring Black dancers who worked outside the traditions of 
modern dance. One of the aims of Parallels was to question the concept of “Black dance” itself, 
as the term groups together dancers and choreographers based on race, without accounting for a 
diversity of styles within that group. Houston-Jones, Solomons, and their cohort wanted to show 
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that Black dance was diverse and wide-ranging. Houston-Jones wanted to make clear that 
although he admired the work of Ailey, he did not think that Black dancers had to be his artistic 
descendants in order to be considered valid “contemporary Black dance makers.”89 An excerpt 
from the program’s mission statement reads:  
Parallels was chosen as the name for this series because while all the choreographers 
participating are black and in some ways relate to the rich tradition of Afro-American 
dance, each has chosen a form outside of that tradition, and even outside of the 
tradition of mainstream modern dance, to express his or her unique and personal art. 
Several of the choreographers have studied traditional African dance form; others 
have not. Some have been members of traditional modern dance companies; others 
come to their art through contact improvisation, jazz collaborations, and performance 
art. If there is an implicit “message” to be gotten from this series, it is that this new 
generation of black artists - who exist in the parallel worlds of Black America and of 
new dance- is producing work that is richly diverse. 
  
The project essentially had two goals: to give these dancers visibility, as Houston-Jones felt their 
work was generally not given enough exposure, and to see their works side by side. “What would 
it seem like if we put those works together and said, ‘This is an alternative view of possibilities 
of what Black dance can be.’”90 It was rather unusual to see the works of Black choreographers 
together outside of traditional concert dance venues. For this reason, Parallels was held over a 
period of two weekends, with each evening featuring several dancers, as opposed to one single 
artist. (Figure 3)  
Parallels featured eight Black dancer-choreographers whose work could be classified 
outside the traditional “Black dance” category. Besides Houston-Jones and Solomons, they were 
Blondell Cummings, Ralph Lemon, Bebe Miller, Fred Holland, Rrata Christine Jones, and Harry 
Sheppard. Each dancer presented unique and vastly different performances: Houston-Jones 
himself did an improvisational piece about his family history which ended with him pulling his 
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mother from the audience up to the stage to talk to her. Blondell Cummings performed Chicken 
Soup (1981), one of her most well-known works, a solo in which she acts out domestic chores 
and pretends to make soup with a skillet in hand. The piece is semi-improvisational and is based 
on memories of her grandmother and other female family members working and socializing in 
the kitchen. Cummings was present on the postmodern dance scene starting in the late 60s; she 
danced with Meredith Monk’s company and in Yvonne Rainer’s film Kristina Talking Pictures 
(1976), before creating her own inter-disciplinary art collective, the Cycle Arts Foundation. 
Dancer Jawole Willa Jo Zollar stated that Cummings was one of the first “African American 
women I saw doing experimental work rooted in a Black experience and identity.”91 Ralph 
Lemon also danced with Meredith Monk before founding his own company in 1985. In addition 
to being a dancer, Ralph Lemon referred to himself as a conceptualist and installation artist, 
examining cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary performance through Cross Performance, a 
company which he was director of. His early work made use of elaborate costumes and props. In 
his piece for Parallels he covered the floor with a hundred apples that each had a bite taken out 
of them and danced in a bright green skirt accompanied by two live saxophonists. 
For his own piece in Parallels, Solomons premiered a solo from his Steps series, called 
Steps #6: Particle Diminish. This piece is one of Solomons’s more logical pieces, in which he 
paces around the room according to geometric patterns on the floor. Steps was a series of 
fourteen dances made from 1980 to 1989, all centered on walking based on space configurations, 
such as stars, squares, triangles, etc. These dances were meant to emphasize the traffic flow of 
the space, an indication of Solomons’s architectural background. Although each dance in the 
Steps series is based on this central idea, the pieces vary based on different factors such as the 
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location and the number of dancers. For example, Steps #1 (1980) was a site piece, set at the 
plaza of the New Jersey State Museum, to live percussion. Steps #13: Thirteens, was thirteen 
minutes long and set to thirteen count phrases. Solomons performed the same piece later that 
month at the Emanu-el Midtown Y, this time renamed to Steps#6: Graphic Diminish. The 
program notes clarify: “This dance is meant simply to articulate the dance space, and whatever 
images you find in it are your personal property,”92 reflecting Solomons’s idea that part of the 
responsibility of viewing a dance remains with the viewer. Consequently, unlike some of the 
other works presented, this piece did not have sentimental, narrative, or biographical elements. 
What is most significant is that the dancers featured in Parallels covered a wide range of 
styles and themes, from improvisation to technical dancing, narrative and abstraction, thereby 
expanding the definition of “Black dance.” Perhaps seeing a wide-ranging lineup of different 
dancers through Parallels was encouraging to Solomons. He was older than most of the other 
participants, and up until this point of his career he had not been involved in a project like this. In 
November, after Parallels concluded, Solomons wrote to Houston-Jones, saying, “I want to 
thank you again for inviting me to perform on the Parallels series. ‘Established’ as I am, I find it 
difficult to find sufficient opportunities to perform in New York and elsewhere, because my 
work does not fit into the comfortable niche of ‘black dance,’” implying that he did not feel 
included in the community. 93 In an essay for the catalogue for the 2012 rendition of Parallels, 
Solomons reminisces by saying that for once, in participating in the event, he did not feel judged 
for “not being black enough.”94 Solomons was the first Black dancer to join Cunningham’s 
company; as Paris says, he was the first to be involved in the Judson workshops and the first to 
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choreograph in the postmodern style. He paved the way for many, but he was mostly alone in his 
endeavors, especially when he first started working in the 1960s. There were other avant-garde 
Black dancers but they were much more numerous later on, during the 70s and especially the 
80s, when Parallels took place. It is possible that Solomons did not wish to be labelled a “Black 
dancer” when his career was first starting, because understanding of the term was much less 
nuanced then. He may not have wanted to be further alienated from being considered a member 
of the avant-garde or being boxed into a category the way Ailey was. It is also true that his work 
had elements of both the avant-garde and more traditional dance styles. Parallels proved that 
Black dancers could produce work that addressed any and all dance modes. Parallels was a 
historic event, and many of its participants would go on to have successful and influential 
careers.  
In 2012, thirty years after the original performance, Houston-Jones revisited Parallels on 
a much larger scale and with an updated program. This rendition featured five times as many 
dancers, spread out over a span of two months, with curated programs that included screenings 
and panel discussions. One of the weeks featured events curated by the older generation of 
dancers including Bebe Miller, Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, and Dean Moss. Bebe Miller created her 
own company in 1984, and her work often addresses racial identity and feminism, often 
incorporating improvisation and contact improvisation. Her work with Parallels 2012 
investigated “the lineage of Black dance through the work of three female dance makers.”95 
Zollar founded Urban Bush Women in 1984, a dance company made up entirely of Black 
women. Her work combines a variety of styles, drawing on the modern dance traditions of 
Dunham, Graham, and Cunningham along with Afro-Caribbean and social dance, highlighting a 
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specifically female perspective. Her evening focused on “the ways in which improvisation is a 
part of the Black dance vernacular.”96 Dean Moss, a dancer and multi-disciplinary artist, is the 
founder of Gametophyte Inc. and is curator of dance at The Kitchen. He often collaborates with 
visual artists and includes audience participation in his works. Another week featured younger 
choreographers such as Kyle Abraham, who has created works for New York City Ballet and 
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Solomons provided an essay recounting his experience for 
the 2012 catalogue. Today, the tenets of postmodern and experimental dance are considered 
standard and are no longer as revolutionary, but the question of what “Black dance” is remains 
relevant to dancers and continues to expand. The work of such early experimentalists as 
Solomons must be acknowledged.  
 




SITE AND VIDEO DANCES 
 
3.1 Site-Specificity  
A major choreographic theme that Solomons explored throughout his career is the 
concept of site-specificity. Solomons created about sixteen site-specific works from 1968 to 
2007, including City/Motion/Space/Game (1968), Hits and Runs (1977), and Chryptych (1986).97  
City/Motion/Space/Game was Solomons’s first site-specific work. It is also a dual-screen video 
work, shot in four different areas of his hometown of Boston, which will be discussed in full 
detail in the chapter entitled “Video Dance.” Starting in the 1960s, shifting art practices, which 
often involved interdisciplinary and collaborative approaches, seemed to transcend mediums and 
categorization. Museums and galleries displayed more non-traditional media, including film, 
video, television, and dance. “Site-specific,” a term usually applied to the visual arts, typically 
sculpture, emerged in the late sixties and seventies to refer to an artwork which is made for a 
specific location.98 When Solomons was first making site dances, they were referred to as 
“environmental dances,” as the term “site-specific” did not come into popular use until later. 
Some of these works by Solomons are truly site-specific, meaning that they are made for one 
location and cannot be recreated elsewhere. Other works are site-adaptive and can therefore be 
performed in any other similar site. 
Rosalind Krauss discusses this development in her seminal 1979 essay, “Sculpture in the 
Expanded Field,” where she lays out the changing parameters of sculpture, architecture, and 
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landscape art at the time. Krauss states that these changes could be described as a historical 
rupture that started to be felt by many artists around the years 1968 to 1970, including Richard 
Serra, Robert Smithson, and Robert Morris. Sculpture, a historically bound category, has its own 
set of rules that changed due to the postmodern collapse of the lines between disciplines. We see 
a similar phenomenon occur in dance around this time as well; for example, City/Motion/ 
Space/Game is at once a dance, a video work, and a site-specific piece. Dance also existed in this 
expanded field, as it was removed from the context of theater and the stage, its original homes. 
This removal could be compared to the negative condition that Krauss affords to sculpture, 
which was no longer tied to its original context of the pedestal.  
The foundations for site-specificity in dance and performance art first developed as early 
as the 1950s at Black Mountain College. There, Cunningham, Cage, Dunn, and Robert 
Rauschenberg began to collaborate on taking performance outside of the proscenium theater and 
into everyday spaces. They were inspired in part by the philosophy of the Dadaists and their 
desire to mix art and everyday life. Post Black Mountain, students of Cunningham, Cage, and 
Dunn continued to expand on these ideas. Allan Kaprow, a student of Cage, staged his influential 
Happenings, mixed-media events which relied on improvisation and collaboration, in non-theater 
settings such as lofts and stores.99 In the early 1960s, Cunningham went on tour with his 
company and staged Events, chance-based dances in which the order of the steps and the number 
of dancers were determined by a random act such as flipping a coin or throwing dice.100 These 
performances were intended to be unique, site-specific events. Happenings and Events helped 
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alter the perception of modern dance not just in terms of movement and choreography, but also 
in terms of performance location. These ideas continued to be explored in postmodern dance 
circles of the 60s, including the Judson group. Site-dance was an element of the dances of many 
of the members of these circles, including Simone Forti, Steve Paxton, Lucinda Childs, and 
Solomons. The move to unconventional spaces is important in terms of site-specificity because 
these new spaces altered the audience-performer relationship, and active audience participation 
was often encouraged. They were also adaptable to a variety of environments and performance 
venues, including ones that did not take place in traditional concert dance venues, such as public 
plazas and lobbies. Moving dance to public spaces makes it more accessible to many audiences. 
This was, in part, what drew Solomons to creating site-specific dances.  
 Throughout the 1970s and 1980s Solomons continued to choreograph and perform 
dances with his small company. The Solomons/Company Dance had about six to ten dancers at a 
time, sometimes featuring guest dancers. Due to the company’s small size and financial worries, 
Solomons often applied for funding from the NEA and the New York Council for the Arts and 
took teaching jobs and residencies at various colleges. Hits and Runs were four, week-long dance 
workshops taught by Solomons to dance students at Marymount Manhattan College during the 
summer of 1977. The first session was called an “environmental workshop,”101 and all the 
dancing took place outside, on sidewalks and in parks, and the second session was on 
experimental dance structures that focused on game-rule processes. In the environmental 
workshops, the group would enter a public space, perform “a series of movement tasks” and run 
away before security guards would ask them to leave, jokingly referred to as guerrilla theater.102 
The aim was to learn how to deal with a variety of unpredictable situations or conditions that 
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might arise from dancing in a public space, including audience response and the effectiveness of 
certain movements. Another major aspect of Solomons’s mission was bringing dance to people 
who had never seen it before. He argues that at the time, the average person was only aware of 
social or commercial dancing, such as Broadway.  “What inspired me to locate dancing in the 
midst of the public in the first place was a desire to make it unavoidable, since it was largely 
incomprehensible to them anyway.”103 Public places like plazas are ideal because the dancers 
and spectators are not separated from each other, and may even interact with each. Spectators 
can also view the dance from all sides, neither of which is possible on a conventional stage.  
As is the nature of the medium, unfortunately many of Solomons’s site-specific works 
have no existing visual documentation. However, his Lobby Events (1972) at MIT have both 
photograph and video evidence. (Figures 4 and 5) There were two iterations of this multi-day 
event in 1972, taking place over the course of three days in May during the first rendition, and 
four days in November during the second rendition. Incidentally, the lobby in question was in 
Building VII at MIT, where the architecture department was located. The architecture students 
built platforms of varying levels which were interconnected by stairs and bridges. This area was 
generally meant to be one of leisure for staff and students. Solomons and his dancers, wearing 
utilitarian white overalls, danced around the space, interacting with all three levels of the space. 
At times, this also meant interacting with people who happened to also be sitting in the space by 
“climbing around, beside, over, and under them, making them passive participants in the 
action.”104 During one of the days, photographer Minor White and filmmaker D.A. Pennebaker 
recorded the session. The next day, the photographs and video were set up on a screen behind the 
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live dancers. This time, the dancers performed on a stage on the ground floor of the lobby for an 
audience and replicated a more formal version of the dancing on the screen, which had taken 
place earlier in the week. Solomons conducted similar events in other locations, such as Lobby 
Event #3 (1972) at NYU, in which the dancers moved through the public spaces on the main 
floor.  
 
3.2 Chryptych (1986) 
Chryptych, one of Solomons’s most grandiose site-specific pieces, premiered on 
December 18, 1986 at St. Mark’s Church in-the-Bowery. St. Marks is one of the oldest churches 
in New York City and like Judson Church, it is a Protestant church with a history of supporting 
the arts, particularly dance. In the 1920s, the church’s Reverend, William Guthie, argued that 
dance could and should be used to interpret religion. Although the opinion was controversial, St. 
Mark’s would go on to host dancers such as Martha Graham and Ruth St. Denis, and has also 
been the home of Danspace Project since 1974.105 In fact, Solomons performed at St. Mark’s 
several times, including dances from his Steps series, as well as his participation in the Parallels 
series. Chryptych was specifically made for the architecture and space of the church, which was 
built in the Greek Revitalist style, with various 19th century additions. The work was therefore 
designed as site-specific, although it could technically also be adapted to other sites. The space at 
St. Mark’s is an example of a golden rectangle, or a rectangle whose sides adhere to the golden 
ratio.106 These proportions are thought to be especially harmonious and classical, and therefore 
have ideal visual and acoustic properties. For the piece Solomons collaborated with musician and 
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inventor Ken Schafer who created an electronic sound score using the Rhythm Generator. In this 
case, the sound was meant to work with the acoustic properties of the building.    
Chryptych utilized the entire space of the church, not just the nave. This included the 
lobby, vestibule, and the sides, as well as the upper level balcony, which goes around the sides of 
the interior and above the front door. Since the building is on the National Register of Historic 
Places and the balcony had never been employed for dancing before, the Buildings Department 
had to approve the piece to make sure that the structure would not be compromised.107  
Because the opening number was on the balcony, Solomons switched the position of the 
audience so that they were sitting where the altar would normally be, facing the entrance. This 
may have been one of the first times the seating had been arranged that way. Through this piece, 
he hoped to fill the space by utilizing different combinations of solos, duets, trios, and quartets 
from a cast of ten dancers. As usual, the dancing had no narrative or emotional intent, rather the 
focus was on pure movement through number progressions and geometric patterns. There were 
moments when lighting and the building structure itself came into play. Jack Anderson wrote 
that “dancers positioned near the windows at the side of the church resembled statues come to 
life.”108 The stained-glass windows of the church, which have abstract designs, let in natural light 
during the blackouts in between scenes. Anderson thought that the choreography, which 
emphasized posture and carriage, reflected the elegance and restraint of the building.   
However, Anderson also thought that the portions of the piece which did not directly engage 
with the church could have been performed at any space, which Solomons himself 
acknowledged. For example, an abridged version of Chryptych featuring a cast of six was 
performed at Hand Chapel at Mount Vernon College in 1988, where it was adapted to the new 
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space. The dancers started by standing between the columns on the upper story of the chapel and 
then made their way down the stairs. They formed different shapes- triangles, circles, and 
squares, through their various groupings of solos, duets, and trios.109 The title itself, Chryptych, 
is a play on words. It references a practical function of the church building, while also recalling 
an art object such as a triptych. It is also perhaps meant to highlight the cryptic nature of the 
dance.  Solomons’s interest in using site-specific work is emblematic of his desire to make his 
dances accessible to more people by inserting dance into everyday situations or bringing dance to 
non-dancerly locations. Removing dance from the context of a traditional theater setting was a 
rupture that changed the landscape of dance. The creation of new video technologies was another 
major development that took place roughly around the same time as the rise of site work. The 
advent of video led to a new mode of creating, called “video dance,” or dance which is made 
specifically for the camera. City/Motion/Space/Game is a video dance that was created shortly 
after Solomons left Cunningham’s company and started to explore the possibilities of this new 
media.  
 
3.3 City/Motion/Space/Game (1968): An Early Video Dance 
Solomons danced with Cunningham from 1965 to 1968, but by February of 1968 he 
began to feel pain in his left foot. This was a symptom of a lumbar disc injury, and he was forced 
to leave the company and stop dancing. Unwilling to consider surgery, he instead took six weeks 
off from dancing. Fortunately, his back healed from rest alone and he was able to return to 
dancing shortly after. This interim “rest” period ultimately proved to be quite significant; 
Solomons created one of his earliest works, City/Motion/Space/Game (1968), a twenty-two-
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minute-long, dual screen dance film which was commissioned for WGBH-TV, a public 
television network in Boston. The piece, which explored Solomons’s interactions with his 
physical surroundings and the urban environment of Boston, was his first site-specific work. It 
was also one of his first experiments with the possibilities of dance on camera, with a significant 
portion of the film featuring post-production edits. Video art was “challenging and expanding the 
traditional boundaries of painting, sculpture, architecture, and cinematic expression.”110 This was 
largely made possible by new technologies such as the release of the Sony portapak in 1967, 
which enabled artists to use portable camera equipment that provided immediate feedback.111 
Experimental technology and art also coincided with the social and political upheaval of the 
decade, including those of the Cold War, the Vietnam War, and the ongoing Civil Rights 
Movement. Many believed that video art had the potential to serve countercultural movements 
by existing outside of the consumer culture of commercial television. Public television networks 
such as WGBH worked closely with artists to create work that was more subversive, both in 
artistic terms and in relation to politics, which enabled television to become a place of art 
creation. The implications of a Black man’s art being broadcast on national television during this 
highly volatile time were huge, providing Solomons with a platform for expression. 
1968 was a turbulent but significant year in the movement for Black liberation. Boston, 
along with the rest of the United States, was consumed with the threat of civil unrest following 
the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. on April 4 of that same year. Riots broke out 
throughout American cities, but a curious incident involving WGBH-TV, a public broadcasting 
station in Solomons’s hometown, may have helped quell potential violence in the city. A James 
Brown concert scheduled to take place at the Boston Garden on April 5th was almost cancelled 
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by the mayor, who thought that a large gathering taking place the day after Dr. King’s death 
would be unwise. The city council convinced the mayor that thousands of disappointed people 
showing up to a cancelled concert would be disastrous and could lead to even more violence. It 
was suggested that WGBH air the concert live so people would not have to risk going out. 
WGBH executives debated the issue- airing the concert ran the risk of broadcasting a riot. In the 
end, the decision to go ahead with airing the concert was a success: rather than a congregation of 
14,000 people, 2,000 showed up, with no violence at the concert, nor in the streets of Boston. 
James Sullivan, author of The Hardest Working Man: How James Brown Saved the Soul of 
America, stated that historians cite this concert as “one of the major events in Boston that night 
that kept people home, kept them off the streets and kept the peace, whereas many, if not most, 
of the other major cities around the country experienced a lot of rioting that night.”112 The 
aftermath of the concert would also be a turning point for WGBH. The decision to air the 
broadcast would also go on to alter the landscape at the station by broadening the scope of the 
type of programming that was offered. From that point on, the programming featured on WGBH 
was more likely to address political and local issues. In response to increased demand for content 
addressing issues affecting the Black community, Say Brother was produced at the station, under 
director Stan Lathan and Black staff. Premiering in July of 1968 and still airing today under the 
name Basic Black, it is the “longest-running public affairs television program by, for and about 
African Americans.”113 The show often brought on people from the local community, including 
younger people and teenagers, to discuss community issues and happenings. Not long after Say 
Brother first aired, City/Motion/Space/Game premiered.  
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In August of 1968, Rick Hauser, the producer of WGBH-TV, asked Solomons to create a 
video piece for television. WGBH was the first television station to support experimental video 
art when they started their artist-in-residence program in 1967, with the help of funds received 
from the Rockefeller Foundation.114 The Rockefeller Foundation provided a grant to the station 
in order to support artists who worked in the medium of television, and helped set up artist 
laboratories at public broadcasting stations around the country. The goal of these programs was 
to fund experimental television, and to support cultural television programs which could be more 
subversive and creative than what was being shown on commercial television.115 These 
workshops were meant to enable artists to “explore freely the techniques inherent in the 
medium.”116 Perhaps the most well-known of these artists was Nam June Paik, who is generally 
considered to be the progenitor of video art. It was during his residency at the station that Paik 
and Japanese engineer and artist Shuya Abe developed a prototype for a video synthesizer which 
could create special effects; it would continue to be used later on by other artists at the station.117 
These artists came from many different backgrounds and often worked together collaboratively 
on new pieces. City/Motion/Space/Game was also a collaboration; it included a “word-score” by 
playwright Mary-Feldhaus-Weber, which Solomons narrates throughout, and an electronic 
soundtrack by composer John Morris, as well as the efforts of various camera and light 
technicians.   
WGBH was an ideal environment for this sort of activity; it was an innovative station 
known for commissioning experimental programming and technology. WGBH redefined the 
possibilities of media: the station’s collaborations with artists such as Paik included some of the 
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first examples of video art to be televised for the public and early precursors to music videos.118 
Another revolutionary development at the station was the use of double-channel simulcasts 
which used VHF and UHF channels.119 City/Motion/Space/Game was one of the first and most 
significant of these double-channel productions, which ran from 1968 to 1970. These broadcasts 
required viewers to have two television sets, with one tuned to Channel 2 and the other to 
Channel 44, where they could then view the two halves of the broadcast simultaneously.120 In the 
1960s most households in Boston had both a black and white and a color television set, and they 
could therefore watch the piece as it was intended to be seen: simultaneously on two separate 
screens, with each channel showing different sections of the film. For example, the title words 
city, motion, space, and game, alternated between the two channels.121 The original broadcast 
had to coordinate the timing for the two channels perfectly.   
Video dance as an art form was still in its early stages of development at this time. 
Technological advancements had of course enabled recording practices for the documentation 
and preservation of dances, but it was not until the 1960s that video dance emerged as its own, 
separate medium. Dance is notably different from the other visual art forms like painting and 
sculpture because of its ephemeral nature. In general, the dance exists when the viewer 
experiences it, and then it disappears, and continues to exist only as a memory in the viewer’s 
mind. “Direct interpersonal encounters” are therefore a key component of the experience of the 
dance for the viewer.122 Scholars such as Danielle Goldman and Andre Lepecki discuss how the 
low status of dance in the hierarchy of the arts is often based on this ephemerality. “The whole 
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project of dance theory can be summarized as follows: dance vanishes; it does not ‘stay around’ 
(for such is the unfortunate condition of its materiality).”123 Rudimentary filming of dancing 
occurred as early as the late 19th century. Thomas Edison’s short Annabelle the Dancer (1894-
1895) is one of the earliest examples of dance on camera.124 This practice continued through the 
20th century mostly through Hollywood musicals and films.  Smaller, portable cameras in the 
1950s enabled dance companies to start documenting their dances, although this was not (and is 
still not) the most practical or common practice, one reason for this being that many continued to 
understand dance as a temporal experience.125 Isadora Duncan, for example, forbade anyone 
from filming her dances.126 For the most part, however, dance featured in the movies was 
understood purely as popular entertainment. Audiences had exposure to dance at live concert 
dance venues, but mostly on television through Hollywood films where the dancing was 
supplementary. Most dance on network television featured commercial dancing which was 
family friendly, such as jazz numbers produced in a studio, or occasionally a televised story 
ballet such as Balanchine’s Nutcracker.127 There was therefore a disconnect between the dancing 
that Americans saw on television and what was happening in the contemporary dance scene, 
more specifically in avant-garde circles. The creation of non-commercial television networks 
was necessary to support televised dance which was more intellectually and artistically 
stimulating. Publicly subsidized stations such as WGBH-TV in Boston and TV National 
Education Network (NET), which later became the Public Broadcasting Station (PBS)128 enabled 
this to happen. Accessibility is a huge issue here, as not all people are able to access concert 
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dance, which is usually only shown in theaters. Solomons and his Judson peers performed for 
limited audiences which consisted of mostly white patrons, or other artists who were already 
involved in their same circles.129 Television happened to be the perfect medium to spread dance 
to as many people as possible, as TV audiences did not have to buy tickets or even leave their 
homes in order to view dance.  
By the late 1960s, entirely new possibilities for video and dance were being brought to 
life. The manipulative abilities of the camera, including the use of angles, composition, and post-
production editing changed the nature of filming dances, and created an entirely new practice, 
which we can call “video dance.” Video dance does not function just as a form of 
documentation, or as a substitute for a live performance, but as a separate and viable way of 
creating dance works.130 Douglas Rosenberg defines video dance as “the art of creating 
choreography for a camera, to be viewed as a fully formed, autonomous work of art.”131  
This differs from dance documentation, which is done in order to keep a record of the 
choreography or a performance. Video dance is also different from televised dance, which can be 
shot from different angles and require editing, but still maintains the typical relationship of the 
viewer to the stage which is found in concert dance.132 Rosenberg refers to video dance as a new 
“hybrid form,” a site-specific practice in which the medium of video becomes the site itself. The 
way that the theater, or more specifically the stage, is the “site” in concert dance, the camera 
screen becomes the site in video dance. “This is where the work occurs and it is further the 
architecture against and through which the audience perceives the work. Site-specificity allows 
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us to contextualize the work…. Site provides context.”133 The video frame can be seen as the 
architectural space in which the viewer experiences the piece.  
Therefore, the site specificity of City/Motion/Space/Game is twofold: it takes place in the 
city of Boston as well as the space of the camera. By dancing around various sites of Boston, 
Solomons takes dance out of the theater context and brings it into the street. Additionally, the 
video screen or in this case the dual television screens, are the site where the work as a whole 
takes place. In fact, the work does not exist outside the context of the dual screens, because the 
edits and cuts of the film are as much a part of the work as the dancing itself. Dance which is 
made for the camera is a mediated experience- when viewing live dance on stage, the audience 
member must track the movements on their own, whereas on the screen everything is presented 
to the viewer as the videographer sees fit. Everything the viewer sees in a video is altered 
through the filters of composition and the editing process. City/Motion/Space/Game is made 
specifically for the camera, and can therefore be categorized as a video dance, as opposed to 
televised dance, such as a musical or run of The Nutcracker, in which the choreography remains 
intact and the same on and off the screen. Maya Deren’s Study in Choreography for Camera 
(1945) is an early example of an experimental dance film in which the dance is made directly for 
the camera. Study is a black and white short, at just over two minutes long, and was a 
collaboration between Deren and Black dancer Talley Beatty. Deren envisioned the film as an 
example of choreography that was made for the camera, or dancing that could not be replicated 
on a stage or theater, which she referred to as “choreo-cinema.” It was meant to free the human 
body from the confines of a static theatrical space, which are transcended due to editing feats.134 
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In the film, seamless transitions occur from scene to scene, across the different environments that 
Beatty dances in.  Similarly, City/Motion/Space/Game is made specifically for the camera and 
can only exist on the two TV screens. Without the edits, the choreography and the piece as a 
whole does not remain intact.  
Solomons chose four disparate sites around Boston to dance in for City/Motion/ 
Space/Game: the public gardens at Boston Common, the various levels and corridors of the plaza 
at the newly built Prudential Center, an unspecified junkyard in the city, and a large studio space 
inside WGBH-TV. Throughout the length of the video, he dances alone in each of the four 
spaces, as the camera transitions from scene to scene. Solomons’s style of dancing changes to 
reflect the different sites. He rolls around in the grass and walks through the gardens, but he 
moves in a more linear fashion at Prudential Center, running across the plaza with abrupt stops 
and turns. The dancing in both the plaza and the park alternates between dancerly and pedestrian 
movement, but Solomons is the most technical inside the television studio. Of the four spaces, 
this interior setting is the most similar to an actual dance studio and is not subject to the 
elements. Wearing a head to toe bright yellow ensemble, he executes a series of battements, or 
high kicks, alternating turns, balances on one leg, and deep pliés, or bends. At certain moments 
he crouches down to the floor or goes down into a split. The camera stays on him as he dances 
but keeps switching to different angles and locations in the room, and from close to far away. 
These camera angles are determined by a task or game driven system designed for the two 
cameramen to follow. Solomons dances over a large diagram made up of taped lines and 
geometric shapes. Every time he crosses one of the taped lines the director in the control booth 





the way the film is shot is determined by Solomons’s own movement. In certain shots, a 
cameraman and his video can be seen in the corner. Solomons recalls having to tell the 
cameramen that it did not matter if they were visible in a shot (unlike in a traditional televised 
dance show, in which a cameraman would never be seen on the screen.)135 This was because the 
rules of the game required both cameras to be on him at all times.  
The junkyard section proved to be more complicated to create as it was not possible to 
actually dance inside the area. The location was deemed unsafe because of the piles of scrap 
material. Additionally, although the cameras were portable, they were still too large and 
cumbersome to move maneuver easily. Therefore, this section of the video was made by taking 
still photographs of Solomons standing on the piles in different positions, which were then edited 
together to create the illusion of movement through a stop-motion effect. The video itself can be 
seen as a collage or montage of sorts, with the different moving and photographic layers spliced 
together using manipulative edits, in combination with the word and electronic sound. As 
Solomons dances, the word score composed by Feldhaus-Weber plays in the background. It was 
put together from various interviews with Solomons in which he discussed his ideas on his art 
and dancing. This is also intercepted by the sound, which is made up of an electronic 
amalgamation of the different noises of the city. This sound is interspersed throughout the piece, 
and when it does play the effect is jarring, as the noise is loud and mildly annoying, much like 
the sounds of the city. The overall effect of the video can also be overwhelming at times, because 
they constantly engage the viewer’s sense of sight and sound. The editing process was 
complicated because the film had so many different cuts, requiring miles of video and audio tape 
to produce. In certain edits, every other inch of tape from the film was cut in order to splice the 
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scenes together. The technical team would then electronically put everything together, with a 
total of over seventy-five edits. Viewers watching the program at home, ideally on two television 
screens, would see a shot on the first screen, and another iteration of that scene would appear on 
the second screen later. Depending on what type of TV viewers had available, they would have 
seen the production either on two color sets, two black and white sets, or a combination of each. 
For those who only had access to one TV, the second half of the program was repeated after the 
first showing.  
Each site in the film was chosen because it represented a different aspect of the urban 
environment, and Solomons assigned them all different descriptors: the public garden at Boston 
Common was “soft urban,” with an amorphous plan, and the Prudential Plaza was “hard urban,” 
because of its edges and geometric plan. The junkyard was “messy urban,” and what he referred 
to as “randomly amorphous.” Finally, the WGBH station was “refined and dancer friendly.”136  
These designations relate in some ways to Rosalind Krauss’s “Sculpture in the Expanded Field” 
diagram, in the sense that while they are all part of the makeup of the same urban environment, 
namely the city of Boston, each location requires its own categories, and each has a differing 
purpose and characteristics. While the Prudential Center and the WGBH studios can be classified 
as architectural spaces, and the park exists somewhere between landscape and architecture, the 
junkyard is hardest to place - it is not quite a landscape and not architecture, although it does 
have a semblance of a plan to it. Through this video Solomons is able to show the different 
textures of the city, from the well-known and developed to the most unexpected of places which 
are not often taken into consideration, like the junkyard.  
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The Boston Public Garden is adjacent to Boston Common, and was the first public 
botanical garden in America, founded in 1837. Similarly, Boston Common was America’s first 
public park, dating back to 1634, when it was established as a communal area that would serve 
the interests of the community.137 In the twentieth century, the Common became a space for 
political activity and large gatherings. Vietnam War protests took place there in 1965 and 1969, 
and in 1965 Martin Luther King Jr. held Boston’s first significant freedom march after delivering 
a speech to 22,000 people.138 The park therefore served many functions in the community, as a 
place of leisure and nature, but also as a space for political action, rooted in colonial history. As a 
longstanding and historical piece of the Boston landscape, Boston Common stands in contrast to 
the Prudential Center, a more recent, and controversial addition to the city that was seen as a 
center of business, but was also panned by architects for poor design.139 Construction of the 
Prudential Tower was underway when Solomons first left Boston for New York in 1961, and 
was completed in 1964. It was the tallest building in Boston at the time, reflecting the quickly 
changing landscape of the city, which was undergoing extreme urban development throughout 
the decade: many neighborhoods in the South End of Boston were demolished for federally 
funded building projects which displaced communities of color.  
The images of Solomons dancing in the park and at the Prudential Plaza contrast the 
different functions of these two locations. In the park, Solomons rolls around in the grass, with a 
bucolic view of a lake, trees, and passerby around him, whereas his angular and sharp dancing in 
the plaza matches the more geometric, sharp space around him. Although both the park and the 
plaza are open to the public, the park represents a communal and historic aspect of the city in 
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contrast to the modernity of the Prudential Center, a symbol of commerce and corporate interest. 
While the exact location of the junkyard used in the video has not been identified, it is possible 
to connect the use of this location to the urban renewal projects which disproportionately 
affected neighborhoods made up of African American migrants from the South. Solomons’s 
technical dancing in the studio could allude to the television studio as a center for innovative art 
and technologies. 
The task of creating City/Motion/Space/Game drove Solomons to consider how dance, a 
three-dimensional activity, could be presented on a two-dimensional television screen, without 
diminishing the value of what the viewer was seeing. Solomons writes that, “since dance is all 
about space, time, motion, and human energy, it is difficult to communicate in the two 
dimensions of film and video.”140 In a 2016 essay Solomons also cites Marshall McLuhan, a 
Canadian media theorist who was popular during the 1960s and 1970s, as an influence on his 
dance philosophy. McLuhan coined the term “the medium is the message” to mean that the 
medium should stand for itself, not its content141. According to McLuhan, different forms of 
media also engage the senses in different ways, split into “hot” or “cool” media. Hot media, such 
as film and dance, engages the sense of sight and sound completely, though the viewer is not 
actively participating or interacting with the work. Cool media, such as television or a telephone 
call, may not require full sensory immersion, but often require more active participation.142 
McLuhan’s theories and approach were extremely popular on the cultural scene during the 
1960s.143 It was likely that Solomons heard about media theory through McLuhan’s books, 
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Understanding Media (1964) or The Medium is the Massage (1967). Part of Solomons’s interest 
in taking on the proposal for City/Motion/Space/Game was his interest in exploring “how three-
dimensional dance, hot in McLuhan's terms, could be effectively translated to cool, two-
dimensional television.”144 Both dance and television are audio-visual, but dance, which usually 
takes place in a theater, also requires an awareness of space and depth. This is hard to translate 
onto television, especially at this time when TV sets were smaller, possibly not in color, and had 
lower definition images. The added effect of having the dance split on two screens would ideally 
require even more audience participation. 
The concepts of space and perception are therefore central to the making, viewing, and 
interpretation of City/Motion/Space/Game, which is heavily edited. Rather than observing a focal 
point, what the viewer sees is decentralized because they must track what is happening on the 
two separate screens. Because it is not physically possible for the eye to catch everything that is 
occurring on the two screens at the same time, inevitably some of the movements and phrases 
will be lost to the viewer. This can be worrying for the viewer, as they may fear that they are 
missing out on something. Solomons intended his dances as an exercise in acknowledging that it 
is okay to not see everything. Audiences who did not have the opportunity to watch 
City/Motion/Space/Game as it was intended on two screens had to watch one half of the video 
with the knowledge that they were missing the other half, and this meant filling in the blanks on 
their own. Solomons expanded on this idea and took it even further in CON/Text (1986), another 
dual-screen video work in which the stage and the audience were literally split into two parts and 
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separated from each other, leaving each half of the audience to imagine what was happening in 
the other room. Solomons’s video dances challenged the perception of the viewer and questioned 
this uneasy relationship between video and dance. Decentralization can be a difficult concept for 
Western audiences to grasp, as they are often trained to see one focal point. Cunningham’s 
influence on Solomons is also present here: Cunningham’s dances offered no focal point and 
there was an intentional lack of cohesiveness or wholeness to them. There could be multiple 
solos occurring at once, which ultimately left the decision-making process up to the viewer. This 
goes back to the initial desire to alter the audience-performer relationship - rather than having the 
dance presented to a passive viewer, the viewer becomes an active participant, making decisions 
about what they choose to see at that moment.145 
Were WGBH’s double-channel broadcasts ultimately successful in carrying out their 
goal? While it is not possible to say how many people actually viewed the piece as intended - on 
the two television sets, it seems that contemporary reviews of City/Motion/Space/Game held the 
work in esteem as a successful experiment. A review published in Bay State Banner, (an 
independent newspaper aimed at Black readers) called the piece “an introduction to an exciting, 
even frightening, television possibility... an electric environment is an exciting art form. It offers 
the extension of time to look and hear in many ways, that we as an audience cannot always 
allow. It is like capsuling three different half hour viewings of a Picasso painting.”146 Three years 
later, in 1971, a New York Times article by John J. O’Connor discussed the merits of television as 
art, including WGBH’s efforts in the matter.  O’Connor described City/Motion/Space/Game as 
“brilliantly successful” and “with the clean-cut almost severe lines of the production uncannily 
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reflecting the orderly, architectonic processes of Solomons’s mind, the program is a dazzling 
example of television as art.”147   
City/Motion/Space/Game bears certain similarities to Maya Deren’s Study in 
Choreography for Camera (1945). Both works show a Black man dancing in different 
environments that transition into each other through editing. In Study, the film opens with Talley 
Beatty dancing in a forest, which suddenly transforms into a living room, then a gallery in a 
museum, and back to the forest. The scenes alternate between the interior and exterior world, 
transcending time and space. The film was ahead of its time as experimental dance videos like 
this were not produced until the late 1960s and 1970s, but also because it was a true 
collaboration between Deren and Beatty. Beatty was one of the first Black dancers to attempt to 
pursue a professional career in ballet.148 In the piece, Beatty transgresses taboos - he does not 
play the eroticized or stereotypical character that was typical of Black performers during this 
time, rather he presents himself as a powerful and elegant dancer in his own right.149 He chose 
choreography that showed off his technical skills as a dancer, including jumps and turns.150 
Similarly, in City/Motion/ Space/Game, Solomons is the subject of camera, but he is not passive; 
he is also the author and narrator of the collaborative work. His dancing displays his physical 
prowess while at same time his narration ruminates on his philosophy on dance. Like Beatty’s 
dancing in Study, Solomons’s work can be interpreted as an attempt to assert himself as an artist, 
as this was the first major work that he created after leaving established dance companies. 
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City/Motion/ Space/Game had the added element of the dual screens, perhaps representing the 
self-split in two halves and the tensions between Solomons’s artistic identity. Solomons operated 
in two seemingly opposing worlds, somewhere in between modern/postmodern dance and the 
uptown/downtown dance scenes, at a time when these separations were determined by race.  
City/Motion/Space/Game can also be interpreted as addressing the highly divided and 
racialized space of Boston. The city has a history of segregation, with its Black population 
disproportionately concentrated in South Boston and in neighborhoods like Roxbury and 
Dorchester. Racist government policies such as public housing segregation and redlining 
prevented homeownership for Black people and denied them equal access to the spaces of the 
city. These issues are not unique to Boston, as the structure of many American cities are shaped 
by racial segregation, and the Fair Housing Acting of 1968 was passed to try to mitigate housing 
discrimination. The landscape of Boston was also quickly changing from the late 1950s through 
the 1960s. Government funded urban development projects disrupted communities that were 
majority Black, as can be seen in the federal highway projects which displaced many people 
from their homes. The sites chosen for City/Motion/Space/Game reflect some of these changes 
and developments, with the inclusion of the newly built Prudential Tower. Older sites such as the 
Boston Common and Gardens relate to a historical past, but they are also located in areas of the 
city which have a majority white population, due to the systemic barring of Black people. 
Solomons also includes less visible spaces which are figuratively relegated to the sidelines and 
physically on the outskirts of the city, like the junkyard. The studio is also a site of contention, as 
a space where these issues can be communicated through television programming, and further 
provide a place from Solomons to express himself as he moves through the different spaces of 
the city.  
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City/Motion/Space/Game was one of Solomons’s first site-works and his earliest forays 
into the use of video. Although Cunningham’s influence on his work is unquestionable, 
Solomons was at the forefront of a nascent art form; City/Motion/Space/Game predates even the 
early video collaborations between Cunningham and videographer Charles Atlas. Atlas first 
filmed Walkaround Time in 1973, and the duo’s first video dance was A Video Event (1974), 
which involved four screens that showed the same dance from different angles. Solomons would 
continue to explore site, space, and perception, often in relation to chance. These themes are 
expanded upon in CON/text, another major dual-screen piece, in which the split between the two 
halves is made even more visceral and real through the physical separation of the audience, stage 
and screens into two spaces.  
 
3.4 CON/Text (1986): An Interactive Dance Collaboration  
Perhaps Solomons’s most elaborate and ambitious work to date, CON/Text was an inter- 
disciplinary, multi-media work, combining dance with sound and video. CON/Text premiered on 
July 1, 1986 and ran until July 5th at Just Above Midtown. (Figure 6) Also known as JAM, the 
space was briefly an art gallery and later a non-profit exhibition space founded in 1974 by Linda 
Goode Bryant, centered on exhibiting work by Black artists. Originally located on West 57th 
Street, JAM later moved downtown to Tribeca, and finally SoHo, which is where it was located 
when CON/Text premiered. At the time, JAM was rather controversial precisely because it 
featured Black artists and artists of color in predominantly white neighborhoods. It also caused 
debate internally in the Black community amongst those who supported figurative art as the best 
proponent for Black nationalism. Bryant was interested in showing the full range of art by Black 
artists, including experimental work, and many of the artists that exhibited at JAM would go on 
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to have illustrious careers, including David Hammons, Lorraine O’Grady, Adrian Piper, and Fred 
Wilson. Artist Dawoud Bey described the opening of JAM as causing “...a seismic shift in the 
conversation around the kinds of work being made and exhibited by Black artists….It was a 
seriously liberating impulse…the choices that one could make as an artist who was black could 
indeed fall outside of any prevailing orthodoxy.”151 
JAM was therefore an ideal setting for this experimental video work. More than a dance, 
CON/Text was an intricate system, referred to as an “interactive collaboration” in the program 
notes. The piece was a collaboration between Solomons, who developed the concept and the 
choreography, composer Ken Schafer Jr., and videographers Michael Schwartz and Mark 
Robison. What made CON/Text unique was that it actually took place in two separate places at 
once and included live performance and a video aspect in conjunction with sound, all of which 
happened in real-time. A thirty-minute piece performed by the company, CON/Text consisted of 
seven dancers, including Solomons. The workings of the video/sound/dance system are clearly 
mapped out in an accompanying diagram labelled the “schematic plot of interaction,” (Figure 7) 
as well as a floor plan (Figure 8) which locates the audience, screens, cameramen, and the 
dancers in relation to the space.152  Because the technological aspects of the project were so 
complicated and expensive, Solomons applied for a grant through the National Endowment for 
the Arts (NEA) Inter-Arts Project to fund the work, which he was successful in doing. At this 
point in his career, Solomons was established enough that he had previously served on the NEA 
committee panels which judged differing dance companies and dancers. The total costs of 
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production amounted to $50,250 and he asked for $25,000 from the NEA combined with 
additional funding from the New York State Council on the Arts and other private donors.153 The 
production costs included paying the dancers, equipment, and rentals. The grant application is 
available at the New York Public Library Dance Division archives and it includes a description 
of the proposal, the breakdown of the costs, as well as diagrams and a floor plan of the 
performance space.  
The setup for CON/Text was as follows: the performance space was divided in half into 
two separate studio spaces, and each studio had a nine by twelve-foot screen in it, onto which the 
live video would be projected. The dancers were also split between the two studio spaces, 
referred to as Area A and Area B. Each space had a cameraman who used a hand-held camera to 
record the dancers. The subsequent live video was projected onto the screen in the opposite 
room: the video from Camera A would be projected onto Screen B, and vice versa. In the 
meantime, the audience who was also split between the two spaces would see both the live 
performance and the electronic version of what was happening in the other room on their screen. 
The two separate spaces were therefore connected by the electronic aspect of the piece, the video 
projection.   
As noted on the press release, CON/Text was a “total theater work,” meaning that it 
encompassed not just the performers on stage, but actively involved other aspects of the theater, 
such as sound, lighting, and camera, which are not usually openly acknowledged by the 
audience. A major collaborator on the project was Schafer, a composer and inventor. He was best 
known for developing a wireless guitar system and the wireless microphone, which were used by 
many rock bands in the 70s and the 80s because they enabled ease of movement on stage. 
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Schafer had previously worked with Solomons on a dance from earlier that year, and the two 
would go on to work together again a few months later on Chryptych, a site-specific dance at St. 
Mark’s Church. There must have been extensive planning for the implementation of CON/Text, 
as Solomons and Schafer were in communication as early as two years before the 1986 premiere. 
Schafer wrote a letter of intent which was included in the NEA grant application, dated July of 
1984, confirming his interest in the proposed project. He wrote that his contribution would 
“consist of design and implementation of live interactive microprocessor-based networks that 
respond with visual and aural abstraction to dance movement in a real-time performance 
environment….”154 The electronic score which Schafer composed for CON/Text was created 
using a device that he invented, called the “Excitable Rhythm Generator, a computer-controlled 
music synthesizer that is capable of transforming body movements into rhythmic percussive 
music.”155 Using oscilloscope patterns from the computer, the ERG was essentially able to turn 
the dancer’s movements into music, and the motion of the dancers was capable of changing the 
“pitch, volume, timbre, and texture of the sound, as determined by the computer’s score.”156  
Another collaborator was dancer, videographer, and leader in video dance documentation, 
Michael Schwartz.157 Schwartz and his partner Mark Robison had a company called Character 
Generators Inc. which specialized in filming performance videos. Because Schwartz was also a 
dancer, he felt that this background came across positively in his filming because it provided 
“much more responsive camerawork, an understanding of entrances, exits, lighting, etc., and 
their relationship to the problems of video.”158 
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In this piece, the dancer’s movements are guided by different combinations of phrases 
and tasks. However, the sequences, location, and timing of these phrases were not planned, 
rather they happened spontaneously during the performance and were determined by various 
cues either in the music or from the dancers on the screen. This recalls Cunningham’s Variations 
V (1965), in which the sound was triggered by the dancers moving past motion sensors, and 
further manipulated or delayed by the musicians. In both cases, the music is not pre-determined, 
so the dancers must be constantly aware of their surroundings. Once Team A started dancing, the 
video was projected onto Screen B, which in turn cued the action of Team B. As Team B started 
dancing, Team A continued to refer to the projection on their screen for further direction. For 
example, if Camera A focused on a closeup of a dancer’s face, the resulting image would be seen 
on Screen B. According to Solomons’s cueing system, closed eyes meant the Team B dancers 
should start the phrase, while open eyes meant they should freeze. Meanwhile, Team A’s 
instructions were to “complete 1 phrase (wait for next freeze after you finish to begin next 
phrase.”159 The dancers therefore had to constantly have a high level of awareness of their 
surroundings. Included in Solomons’s file on CON/Text are diagrams mapping out potential 
scenarios. In one, for example, Area A contains a group of dancers while Area B has a solo. The 
hand-held Rhythm Generator is pointed on the solo dancer in Area B. The resulting oscilloscope 
image is captured and sent to the screen in the other room. Area A’s dancing is done in response 
to this image, which is captured on their camera and projected back into Area B. In another 
potential scenario, there is a solo dancer in each space, and they do the same movements, 
however, the camera covers each dancer in a different way or from a different angle. 
Additionally, the cameramen and composers referred to the movements of the dancers for their 
 
159 Solomons’s handwritten notes for the piece. Box 3, Folder 9. Ibid.  
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cues. Finally, the dancing also activated the music. As the dancers moved, a sensor picked up 
their motions and a computer was used to process the movement and turn it into sound.  
CON/Text was well received by dance historian and The New York Times dance critic 
Jack Anderson, who described it at the time as “thought provoking and fun,” set to a “pulsing 
score.”160 Anderson calls Solomons a problem solver whose task is figuring out how to dance in 
two separate spaces at once. He writes that the work explores the problem of perception through 
its emphasis on “theatrical subjectivity.”161 He was seated in Studio B, and found himself 
wondering what was happening in the other space, and what the other half of the audience was 
experiencing:  
At the same time, he (Solomons) presented viewers with perceptual problems of their 
own. Although everyone present in the two studios saw everything, everyone did not see 
everything in the same way, for what was seen live in one studio appeared on the screen 
in the other. Moreover, thanks to the camerawork, the video images were sometimes 
more forceful than the live dancers. Yet all one knew about what was going on next door 
was the result of the manipulations of the cameramen. We had to take on faith that what 
they showed us was a fair representation of the truth - or was it?162  
 
The fact that the viewer is physically unable to see everything that is happening in front of them 
is an idea that Solomons had explored since the beginning of his career, and notably in his video 
dance City/Motion/Space/Game. Perception is a major theme in both of these works. Whether the 
viewer is experiencing a live performance or a video, Solomons writes that it is important to “see 
what you are interested in looking at any given moment and not feel you are missing what you 
do not see.”163  Moreover, both pieces highlight the manipulative abilities of the camera, which 
 
160Jack Anderson, “CON/Text by Solomons Company: Review,” The New York Times, July 6, 1986.  
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further alters our perception of what is occurring. Perception is further informed by the lived 
experience of the viewer, which differs from person to person and is determined by race, gender, 
and class - meaning that different viewers would further interpret the piece differently in their 
own minds.  
Anderson describes the video projections as “sometimes more forceful” than the live 
dancers. Indeed, there is a clear transformation from the rehearsal footage of the dancers to the 
video from the actual performance, both of which are available to view at the NYPL archives. 
The dancing itself shifted between a group dance, a duet between Solomons and Pat Graf, who 
was the only woman in the piece, as well as a solo by Solomons. The duets contained a 
considerable amount of partnering, with Solomons and his partner taking turns lifting each other. 
The video depicted the dancing from different angles, at times shifting and flipping the action, 
producing a frantic, almost dizzying effect. The camerawork “created the illusion that the floor 
was tilting and heaving and that the entire studio was turning upside down.”164 Although the 
dancing itself is technical and strenuous, the addition of the camera angles gives it more 
dimension and depth, bringing it to life. Anderson also describes observing the cameramen in 
action, “...crouching and suddenly springing upward….the cameramen appeared to be doing 
dances of their own.”165 In more conventional dance performances, filming is discreet and 
unobtrusive, if it is even recorded at all. CON/Text, on the other hand, purposely draws attention 
to this aspect of the dance: the cameramen are integral to the dance itself. The audience now has 
awareness of the video aspect of the performance, and the two separate realms of video and 
dance become integrated into one. This also occurs in City/Motion/Space/Game, when the 
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cameramen in the TV studio are visible in certain shots. These acts are fourth wall breaks which 
are postmodern in sensibility and stand in clear opposition against the conventions and artifice of 
traditional dance. 
The word “context” in the title is separated into two parts by a slash, indicating the split 
screen nature of the work. The prefix “con” means “with or together,” but it can also mean 
“against or opposing,” reflecting the dual nature of the work. The two teams of dancers are 
separated, yet they are also part of a whole. This could also represent the different aspects of the 
theater coming together in one context. In his proposal, Solomons wrote that he wished to 
explore “the nature of communication in an electronic environment.”166 He designed a circuit in 
which all communication was created and the dancers, cameramen, and the sound system all 
worked in conjunction with each other within this system. Communication and cues occurred 
through the images on the video screen and the music, which the dancer’s own bodies created 
and influenced. In a sense, their bodies melded with the technology.  
We can also see technological advancements from one work to another. Compare, for 
example, the painstaking process of manually editing film in City/Motion/Space/Game to the 
immediacy of the electronic video images in CON/Text. Both video works are complex systems 
which are well planned out yet remain spontaneous and random. This recalls McDonagh’s 
statement that Solomons’s dance “we don’t know, only how much time we have…” (1969) is an 
example of sound, sight, and movement all being combined under the element of chance.  
City/Motion/Space/Game and CON/Text exemplify this idea but with the added element of video.  
Despite how innovative Solomons’s video dances were, they are curiously absent from texts on 
the subject, such as Elizabeth Zimmer’s 2002 survey on the subject, Envisioning Dance on Film 
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and Video. This may be because Solomons’s company was smaller and limited in what they 
could do, due to financial constraints and lack of exposure. CON/Text was a temporal event that 
was limited to the audience that attended. Similarly, viewing of City/Motion/Space/Game was 






Solomons continued to choreograph and dance through the late 1980s up until Solomons 
Company/Dance closed in 1994. His later dances embodied many of the same themes: 
architecture and space in Site Line (1989), which incorporated a construction that the dancers 
interacted with, moving in and out different panels. In Skew (1989) Solomons explored patterns 
through different combinations of changing duets, experimenting with same-sex pairings. In July 
of 1992, he participated in the “Megadance” program at Lincoln Center’s Serious Fun festival, 
which featured the rarer works of nine choreographers of the postmodern era. Solomons 
recreated Kinesia #5 (1968), a dance which utilizes the various noises of the audience, such as 
the shuffling of feet and throating clearing, as the sound element. Solomons would ask the 
audience to make the noises at various points in the dance. Because the dances presented at the 
festival were lesser known and had not been performed in years, many had to be reconstructed 
from available documentation, including film and written notes; Solomons referred to an 
audiotape from one of the original performances. Sally Banes curated the program, noting that 
“This is work a lot of people haven’t seen. The history just disappears so fast.”167  
The works and contributions of dancers like Solomons must not be overlooked by the 
scholarship. Although Solomons did not want to be limited to the term “Black dancer,” his mere 
existence in that space challenged the racial norms of dance. There are more Black dancers in 
prominent dance companies today, but the question of what “Black dance” means still remains 
relevant, and there is also much more work to do in reconciling the harmful stereotypes and 
prejudice that many Black dancers face in the industry.  
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Solomons’s works may be hard to understand because they elude categorization. He did 
not want to be constrained by labels, and as such his work cannot be identified by any one style 
or norm. Rather, he pulled from many different influences to create diverse works that explored 
the possibilities of dance. He was a member of the vanguard of the postmodern movement, using 
innovative technologies like video, and he explored architectural spaces and site-specificity. He 
often implemented games and chance procedures in his works, and many elements of his dances 
were pulled from his main mentor, Merce Cunningham. He was especially proficient at creating 
complex dance systems which integrated multiple variables, through his largest inter-disciplinary 
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Figure 1. Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Walkaround Time. Photo Oscar Bailey 1968. 














Figure 2. Barbara Lloyd Dilley and Gus Solomons jr, Walkaround Time. Photo Oscar Bailey 



























































Figure 8. Floor plan, CON/Text, (1986) 
